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HAPPY V ALENTINE'c~ QA Y Haaland hacks · 
8o/o tuition hi~e 
By Andrea Parker 
Students can expect a/ $155 
in-state and a $400 out-of-state 
t U It IO n in Crea Se a_t the 
U.Q_iversity of New Hampshire 
next year. 
UNH iritcrirn Prc:side11l 
Gordon Haaland told the 
Student Senate Sunday night 
that the eight to nine percent 
tuition hike is needed to fund 
new equipment, salary 
rncreases and mai-ntain quality 
education. 
"Tuition is obviously more 
than we would like it to be, but 
we think we have a 
responsibility to provide the 
type of education that you 
p e O p I e d e S e r V e ... ,,, S a i d 
Haaland. 
, The expected increases will 
raise annual out-of-state 
tuition to $5650 and in-state to 
$2429.50 excluding room and 
board fees. 
Haala~d stressed t-hat the 
budget increases are modest 
and will allow UNH to remain 
competitiv'e ·i~ "attracting 
outstanding stu'deri-ts. · The 
proposed i_ncreas_es must s till be 
submitted for approval by the 
University System of· New 
Hampshire Board of Trustees. 
. The U~iversity will be doing 
as much as possible to increase 
student financial aid pµckages 
s~o students can continue 
attending school., according to 
Haaland. 
The latest increases follow a 
$175 and $400 hike in this 
yea~r's tuition. 
.Last year, when USNH 
(which includes UNH, Keene 
· and Plymouth State colleges) 
submitted . its two-year budget 
to the state legislature, the 
TUITION, page 11 
Library expands 
Saturday hours · · ·. 
By Chris Heisenberg . e?<,tra two hours totals $2.000, 
The Dimond Libnir~(will be _ the cost of employee wages. 
· op_en an- additionaf two hours . The light and heat costs are 
on Saturdays, according to the t.mknbwn, Watson said. 
Chairman of the Senate Watson said that in order to 
Library Committee. . keep the lib~ary open for the 
Chairman Windson Watson additional two hours, 100 to 
recom1:1end~2 the ch~nge. to HOURS, page 11 ,., 
the University Head L1branan 
Don E. Vincent when the 
committee met yesterday. 
For some, todafs ~p~cial V:ilentine's Day delivery ist:1't flowers, but a bouquet of ball.oon·s 
from Town and C~mpus's ~o~klofLDelivering this bouquet is Carolyn Hall. (Peter Rober( 
photo) 
Beginning Saturday, the 
library will be open until 7 pm, 
instead of 5 pm. The time 
change will be in effect until the . 
end of the semester. -
Library 
still 
Asbestos removal tops $1 M "In the past not enough steam· y students have known about the . . 
changes, and haven't used the 
·library to justify the expanded . By Michelle Evans Williamson." containing asbestos. like a 
Hazardous ·asbestos fibers The investigatie>n began with desktop, is no problem, 
will be removed from a visual ' inspection oL an beca·use particles· can·~tgetinto 
Chdstensen and Williamson· residence and dining halls.- the the lungs," Miller sai_d. ~•But if 
Halls, two dorms on . the bulk of which was completed in we sand the desk top, then 
U niversti~, of New Hampshire three years. _ particles become airborne., A 
campus this summer, at a cost "Often, people refer ·to ·. a . ceiling in a dorin is likely to be 
of$ I million. yroduct as asbestos, without touched by someone, ~or · 
According to attorney 'knowing what ' they're talking ASBESTQS, pag·e 12 · 
hours," Watson said. 
Vincent agreed there ·was a 
need for more· available library 
time. The res·ults of a library 
study showed 252 students left 
the library when it closed at 5 
· pm on Saturdays. 
Watson said that the cost of 
keeping the library open the . Thomas Flygare. legal counsel about," Miller said. "There is 
for the U niversit)' System bf no known means of determin-
New' Hampshir_e, th_e legal firm ing whether a product contains F ·ew d1· ff1· cult'1• es·_ a·t of Brown and Nixon is being asbest-os or . not without lab 
- retained, in case USN H decides testing." _ 
to file su.it against the After suspected areas were < I/ -
corporations responsible for tested, a "'risk assessment" was new C'C)_ ~_ ._·,. p· .-· e X 
the asbestos installation. done of halls found to contai~ . 
Although asbestos was not asbestos materials, according · By Margaret Consalvi · · of '84," Bongiovanni said. 
publicized as hazardous until to Miller. · The new st-udent apartments, Bong_iovanni said the few 
the mid-1970's, ''the' evidence is "'Risk" is determined bv the which could save stu'dents one- complamts he has heard are 
that major manµfacturei:s of hazard posed_ by location of fourth . of a semester's . tuition · about a lack of pai·kinK . 
asbestos were . aware of the the material, and the friabi.lity, will be totally completed b-y the Sto~ker said h~r roommate 
hazards, and installe·d it . or tendency of the material to end of this mont-h,accbrdingto ' parks ,m Lot A. "1here's"a path 
anywa)'." Flygare said. flake off, making the asbestos · Dave Bongi'ovanni·, apartment t<? Lo! _A, buf it Would be a lot 
P~t Miller, Director of particles air~orne, ·said Paul complex mana-ger. _ . ~1cer I1 there wa,~ a parking lot 
Facilities Services. said that his Ca.reno, Manager ·of Project "The apartment~ were built 111 the ce:mplex. , . 
department has been investiga- Management Services. _ to help alleviate overcro,wding · He_said most repair requests 
'ting · the use · of materials Asbestos particles have· been . in residence halls," said are either related to student 
containing asbestos on the outlawed in buil9.ing materials' Bongiovanni. "They are simil~r . damage 0_1: prob_lems with_the 
UNH ca'mpus for four ye,irs. since 1974, at wh.ich time and consisten-t to the Universitv ~0 i:i st rnctio~. for_ ·_example1 _ According to Miller. the in ha I e d part i c I es we r'e housing system." • · ta ultv electncal outI~ts. · 
University has spent $150,000 suspected to cause lung.cancer. 'Tm ver\' satisfied ·with mv St~cker said -the onfv 
on' asbestos removal and "The only real use for apartment_;, Kath,, Sfocken. a~ -problems· wern with the 'heat. 
encapsulation to date. asbestos i.s as a fire shield." apartment 'resi'dent said. "I like "For a while we had tons of 
"There are no final -Careno•said."Whenwedofind it a lot.~· .,. · h.eatandthenwehadiionefora 
estimates." Miller -said. " But it. it's usually in ceilings or pipe "The s,~tisfaction is ,ery high few weeks," she said. "It's_ ~-ine . 
l'm sure we're talk int: owr SI coverings." and a high return rate is, now, though. They tell us II we 
million for Christc~scn and ·' A solid subs tan cc therefore, expected for the fall APARTMENTS, page 23 
By Jennifer _Adkins 
Contrarv to a recent 
newspaper article, Dimond 
Library's-heating problems are 
not solved, according to John 
sa·nders, director of Plan 
Maintenance and Engineeri~g 
at UNH. _ 
HEAT, pag;,-10 
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EDa-:Dlning "halls await results of state tests 
By Margaret Consalv.J 
University dining hall · 
managers say they are awaiting 
the outcome of federal · 
government tests on the 
chemical additive EDB before 
restricting the food served to 
students. 
"We're going to wait and see 
what the state gives as 
guidelines," said Stillings 
Dining Hall Manager Priscilla 
Caudal. "Testing will give 
· results. I'd like to know the 
results." 
The chemical additive. 
ethylene dibromide. u~ed 
worldwide since 1948. 
underwent emergency suspen-
sion as a soil fumigant this past · 
September, after it was 
identified as a dangerous 
carcinogen by the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency. 
Duncan Hines spice cake 
mix. Pillsbury Plus German 
chocolate cake mix; and Jiffy 
corn muffin mix along with 
flour, some cookies, and 
crackers were listed · as 
containing EDB ' in the Feb 3 
i.ssue of Fosler 's Daily 
Democrar. 
"We're going by what we 
read in Fosrer's Da-ilr 
Democrar and . the Boston 
G Io he .·'' s a i d A s s i s t a n t 
Commissary Manager John 
Lasver. "We check our 
products against all posted 
lists. We bave nothing to work 
with. We certainly don't want 
to serve anythi,ig that isn't 
healthy. Nothing we're serving 
is bad." 
EDB ·was labeled ~me of the 
most carcinogenic substances 
ever tested -by Federal and 
State authorities. according to 
Massachusetts Attorney 
· GeneraL Francis Bellotti. 
Although there have been no 
· documented cases linking EDB 
. with canc;er in humans. it has 
produced tumors and caused 
sterility and birth defects in lab 
animals, wrote Matr Yancey, 
Associated Press Writer. 
The EPA banned the use of 
EDB as a pesticide on Feb 3 
and recommended standards 
that would remove from store 
shelves some food · already 
tainted. 
Because EDB is speci{ically 
excluded from Federal food 
and drug laws passed in the 
1950\, the EPA does not have 
authority tc) pull tainted food 
products direct!>, off grocery 
Fr. Pennett guides -studepts thru college 
By Katharine O'Connell ' 
I The students crowd along 
the back wall. The side aisles 
are full. Attention is focused on 
the large man standing at the 
wooden podium, all eyes 
.rivettedJo. hi.s, face. 
He is a big man and tonight 
he ·is tired. It is the . end of 
another long weekend · of 
masses and meetings and 
death. His brown e 'es are 
shadowed with dark circles and 
he yawns loudly. 
It is easier to speak to a 
homogenous group of college 
age Catholics, says Pennett. 
"You can assume a certain 
amount of sophistication i-n 
~ language and on certain issues. The· room, filled -with 
benches, is silent except for th~ 
soft · intense words of the 
lecturer. But . no one is taking 
notes, for this is not a 
classroom. ·It is five o'clock 
mass at · St Thomas More in 
Durham, and the man in the 
robe and vestments is Fr. Rick 
Pen nett. 
"''-d~-"'"-'"" It's · much harder to speak to a 
1
''Pe!opl~ don't realize· how 
mµch psychic energy it takes to 
run that mass. I have · to 
coordinate the lectors, the 
eucharistic ministers, the folk 
group, the procession 
members, about 30 to 50 peopfe 
in all," explains Rev . Frededck 
J. Pen nett, Jr. as he sits in his 
small cozy office in th·e adjacent 
Catholic Student Center. 
EWS II BRIEF . 
parish audience•_,, -w.here you 
have ~ range · from little 
children just learning about 
religio:n to. the· ver~' elderly, to 
the PhD's and scientists, 
p 0-1 it i_ Ci ans' hawks and 
pacifists," he explains. 
Pennett says he -has learned 
to play itO his•au.dience from a 
general ser:mon outline in his 
head. 
. "You can stand th_ere looking 
at them and know when to 
expand a point and if you're 
reaching them,'; says the 40-
yeaf-old priest. 
'f'ather Pennett has been 
UN H Catholic Chaplain for six 
years. For the past year he ~as . 
also held the post of Diocesan 
Director of Campus Ministers 
_ for New Hampshire. His many 
resposibilities are evidenced in 
the clutte·r of letters and 
religious articles on his desk 
and the logbook jammed with 
appointments . 
"Campus ministry is difficult 
, .to get into, but it is easy to get 
out," says Pen nett. "The 
church is always looking for 
parish help ." 
However, Pennett seems to 
have found his niche here and 
says he plans to stay "'a while . 
.]ojig~r". · , . · 
Amy M onchamp, a senior at 
UN H, ' says- -Pehnett · 1s 
accessible because ;1e "seems 
younger and tbat .:reates a 
more relaxed atmosphere and 
better rapport with students. 
Your don't feel uneasy. You 
feel like he is a regular guy. not · 
'the priest"'. 
Says Monique Morriseau, 
UN H senior an_d President of 
shelves~ 
The manager at Durham 
Shop 'N Save would not 
comment on the removal of 
EDB-tainted products from 
their shelves. A spokesman at 
the store's general office in 
Dover said they arc waiting for 
further information to be 
released. · 
Recommended residue levels 
shoula not ·exceed 30 parts per 
billion for ready to eat foods 
including cold cereals. breads, 
snack foods a_nd baked goods, 
according to EPA .officials. 
Finished products such as 
flour, cake · muffin mixes. hot 
cereals and others requiring 
cooking should not exceed 150 
parts per billion. 
UNH uses Kretschmers 
wheat germ. which the EPA 
EBB, page 20 
- I 
• crises 
the Catholic Student 
Organization, "'He's more like 
someone who is there to listen. 
He tries to sense what you're 
saying." 
Reclinil}g in his swivel chair, 
Pennett's tell-tale white collar 
is undo.ne and a big Irish knit 
sweater , with leather elbow 
patches covers his black suit. 
, His large hands are square, .yet 
gentle. 
"Fr. R 1ck really cares about 
students and all the people of . 
the community. _ Nothing 
phases hipi. If the church fell 
down it wouldn't botl1er him. 
He is a 'priest fi'rst and i orehibs~t 
and a minister to air pe·ople:'" 
says Crescentia Anne Healy, 
Coo rd ina tor for the High 
School Religious . Education 
program at St Thomas More. 
Pennett, who deals almost 
exclusivel~' with students, says 
one of the most sensitive issues 
he faces is the death of a young 






Candidate to speak 
Republican Presidential capdidate 
Harold Stassen ·will visit · UN H 
Thursday to speak in- the -Belknap 
Room of the MUB from 1-2 p.m. 
Stassen ·was a three-term Minnesota 
governor before he became assistant 
chief of staff to Admiral Halsey in the 
s•outh Paci.fie during World War II. 
He was part of the committee to draft a 
UN charter under President Franklin 
. available again if the situation in 
Lebanon returns to the conditions of 
· 16 months ago when the American 
contingent first arrived. _ 
Kari-Van surv~y 
for Residency at 1600 Pennsylvania 
Avenue. President Reagan as well as 
the leading Democratic Presidential 
cai:ididates have been invited to attend 
the dinner, which takes place on the 
evenings of _Februar,' 24 and 25. just 
three days before the New Hampshire 
presidential primary elections. 
Konstantin U. Chernenko, 72, was . 
i named yesterday ~s the new general 
secretarv of the Soviet Communist 
Party. He succeeded the late Yuri 
Andropov who died Thursday. 
Chernenko, once the closest aide to 
former Soviet General Secretary 
Leonid Brezhnev, was chosen to 
: arrange Monday's funeral for 
Andropov, a job given only 15 months 
<;tgo to Andropov; ;ifter he was chos~n 




Two of the space shuttle 
Challenger's four brakes were heavily 
damaged on landing Saturday. and 
cannot be reused. Brake damage has 
plagued all ten shuttle flights. and 
although there have been no serious 
accidents , yet. future damage to the 
brakes could put both shuttle a nd crew 
in dan er. 
Roosevelt and served on President 
E ise nh owe r's Nat ion-a I Security 
Council. He has run for president 
"eight or nine times," according to 
UN H Assistant Professor of Political 
Science Joseph Ford. , 
Marines may go 
, hack to. Beirut 
. SecrctarS' of Defense Casper 
Weinberger announced yesterday that 
the US Marines now evacuating to 
.ships -off the Lebanese coast could be 
sent ashore once more if an agreement 
is reached in which Syrian troops take 
part in a withdrawal of all foreign 
forces from Lebanon. Weinberger said 
that the 1600 troo s could be made 
The Cooperative Alliance for 
Seacoast Transportation (COAST) 
and the Stafford Regional Planni\ng 
Commission will he .conducting a 
ridership survey on all Kari-Van lines 
in Dover, Durham. Exeter, 
Newmarket, and Portsmouth on 
Wednesda~1, February 15 . The 1.8 
question surveys will bes:given to ridyrs 
boarding the bus and will take about 
five minutes to complete. The d<;1ta will 
be used to gain the public's thoughts 
on developing new sched ulcs and 
making other improvements. and to 
tell COAST what types of people arc 
riding the Kari-Vans and what their 




T h e- t h e m c f o r t h c H o t c I 
Administration student annual 
10,urmet dinner this vcar is the ues 
Kubrick· conducts 
talent search 
Director Stanley Kubrick, whose 
films include. "2001: A Space 
Odyssey." "The Shining" and 
"Clockwork Orange" is conducting a 
nation-wide talent search for new faces 
to play parts of young marines in his 
new film "Full Metal Jacket". DetaiJs · 
on how to submit audition video tapes 
are available at the New Hampshire 
Office . 
WEATHER 
The Na tional Weather Service says 
we'll have cloudy weather today. with 
fog and drinle. and high temperatures 
.in the high upper 40's. Clouds should 
be clearing Wednesd-ay and Thursday, 
with temperatures reaching into the 
50\. 
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Katie Cul7rier (center) played the guitar while her friends Audrey McWilliams (left) and RosaJie 
Rheaume (right) listened. It was qf the first spring days iJLl)urham. (Jim Millard photo) - _-
- ' - ~ . . . . 
Sixty empl~yers offer johs 
•By Henry Soule departme-nts. according to 
Jerry Thompson of Davidson 
Rubber Company and Marilyn 
Jones of Ha i'ris. · 
The New Hamps.hire 
Department of Public Works 
seeks engineers and laborers 
ships crmsing Lake Winni_-
pesaukee. 
Other opportunities include: 
'Jifeguard -s anct' te.nnis t: 
instr1;1ctors for the town of . 
JOB~_,(' page..: 22 
Weather melts .... - . 
. ~~rr~jval ·SPic~l!nwho~ompetedin 
The 1984 UN H Winter the bench press contest, seniQr 
Carni·val lacked · two vital Eric Gerardi, senior Nasser 
· elementsforsuccess:snowand · Yari, and freshman J_oel 
student interest. · Kantola placed first in their 
By mid-afternoon on Friday, ~~parate weight classes. 
-Student , Activi"ties p·rogram In the I 5~-lb. aH.d under 
- Advisor Peter Sherman had / class, Gerardi pressed 265 lbs. 
called off the snow- sculpture Yari, who competed in the I 5·1-
contest, Saturday afternoon's - 175_ lb. class, be!1ched 315 lbs. , 
sn·ow games and the . cross while Kantol-~, rn the 116-200 -
country ski race . through lb. category_, lifted 3 IO lbs. . 
College Woods. · Lance N1els~m, a gra,d.uate 
''We were golden until stu~e~t. took first _place m the 
Saturday or Sunday last week unlimited class with a bench 
when it rained arid got so press qf 364 ibs. . _ , 
warm," Sherman said. Bu,rnll attnbuted _this ~ears 
· Although he ~aid there was a poor turno1:1t_ for th~.all-ni~hter 
"good response" from the to c~mpet1t10n . with · Winter 
Greek Svstem for the snow Carniva l, events, coupled with 
ac'tiv.itie;, the camp·u·s all- Valentine's Day activities. · 
nighter didn't draw enough \'It was kind of a double ' 
re~ist rants to justify the ._ whammy:": . Burrilr ·said, who 
expense of extra staff and h?s part1cq~ate~ m past all-
energy-for the night-long event. nighters which included 3-400 
The 8th Annual "The Skv's players. "We realize,d a couple 
The Limit" · All-Nighter was mont_hs -agQ i( .. w~s Winter 
cancellec;l by ,Associate Ca~nival weekend, _bµt_ we 
Director of Recreational dec1dedtogo ·aheadw1th1t:_we 
Sports Lynn Heyliger on have trouble· ryser:ving facilities 
~-riday,withlessthan70people up....her~." _ . 
registered for the varietv of . Burnll said most . of the 
team sports. - · participants in the all-nighter 
recreation coordinator, only are ~ra""'.n from · ca_mpus 
the weightlifting -competition, ~orm1tones, a_nd "tra:di-
with 11 registrants, an&':~ a t1onally~' the Greeks · haven't 
round-robin ".'ol-ley ba.11 game be.en __ invol_ved. Bu_t the 
were held .tp acto:modate those comc1dmg winter carnival at 
who signe:d; up .", - . > CARN IV AL, p~rge 19 
Nearly 60 New England 
employers r ,cpresenting '"the 
entire emplovment spectrum" 
·will be re-cruiting UNH 
students for summer positions 
at the ninth annual Summer · 
Jobs Fair. according to Judith 
Randall of the Caree-r Planning · 
and Placement Center. --=- UNH · off e:rs quality education 
Employment opporttinities 
range from summer ca!:).1p 
counsel'ors at several area 
1•-0 I , • •~ • . •' ; qt111Ps- to .computer soltwa·re 
·for hefp in building and 
maintaining roads and bridges 
statewide. according to 
William Gillis. · of Public 
Works. Gillis also said that, as 
an · Affirmative" Action / E,qual 
. Oppoi·tunityemployer. the NH ay .L~ura Breil~~n '' ·; report ·wh -ich critici-zect. reputation as a -.. drin.king 
· Departm_c::;nt of Public Vy or~s , ,:he be~~ ~ia ~~ ,t_0, ~~'!1~1;,; ~ ~t,h ·; 'Ame~ica~ _ epucatio_n suggest~ school." . Haaland said the 
encourages women and recent nat~onal reports. on reform m <the . pnmary and University is unique in c)ffe'r1ng 
minorities to apply. excellence m educatmn is to secondar" sc·hool levels. a wide range of curriculum to 
_- Sprague Electric is offering a '"increase the expectaJions we . · ,At the.,college level, the .best students who -were at the top 
'"career exploration" program. have of ourse~~es, as st.udents way _to :encourage excellence is third of their classes in h_igh 
where engineering students a nd ,teachers,. acco rd ing to by -creating '"an etivironment S:<;.hool. Many UN H students 
design and implement .. their Interim Presi.den~ Go rd0 n . where work - is expected, an were among the top I.O t-o ,20 
own projects. according _ to Haala nd · . -. . . . · e:n·vironment where perform.: percent of their . graduat-ing 
eng1,nters. , 
.... We have invited reJ)re-
senta t ives from business. 
industry. camps. recreation 
departments. resorts. and 
various other organ·izations." 
Randall said. '"This \'Car we 
pJ-ace_d a special emphasis on 
more business and indust1'i,Jl 
corporations to provide 
students a betier chance for 
exposure in their chosen ·fields 
of study," 
Businesses arc showing a 
sizeable increase in demand for 
ci"vli ~nd mecha,nical 'eh--
gineering studen!s this ~1ear. 
uav1dson Kubber ana Harns 
Graphics : ~th located · in · 
D o v e·r. a re I o o k i n g f o r 
engineering assistants in their 
research and developri1erit 
Randall. A.s a · represe~t~tive tor th~ , a·ncc .is honored by nthcr classes. Haaland said, 
The Sheraton-Wavfarcr of National Associatrnn of State students as well ·as teachers and The - challenge is t.o change 
Bedford. NH. encouraged by ~ niversities arid Land-Granr is supported by th·c home." the focus of st'udents awav from 
the p·erformance of recc11t C ol-Jeges, Haal·a: nd · · recently · Haaland said : - -the · 1ure of social inte(action 
Hotel Administration cm- at~end ed a Natio\ial Forum on None of us work to full- · toward a des-ire and respect for 
ployees. is coming to the jobs Exc_ellence . in · Educ~tion in · ·capacity, .Haaland said. aclding · knowledge, he said. _ 
fair seeking front desk 1nd1anapohs, 1nd ·· t?tm~ ways that we must be challenged to ~ew general education 
personnel. house'keeping aides. to upgrade education 111 the · work ha1;der. 'requirements for · inco111ing 
waiters. and waitresses . United S ta~es. , 'There's something person- ffeshmen and transfers next fall 
The Winnepesaukee Flag- _ Many of ~h~ co_ncer~s a~d. ally_ rc_.w~rdin~. something v_ery "" ma:(help to accomplish that. 
ship Corp. is, looking fur 1.e~om~~~datio,n,s -~.1 :ha-t- sat1st~·ing tn _challengtn~ · ·-Accord·ing to. Duane_ 
deckhands, ticket · agents. _ loium aie __ n~t app!~c.able } 0 oneselt a_nd meeting set goals. Wrightsman. profes-sor of 
bartenders, and food service UN .H · Ha~ la~? said· . A he explained. _ .finance _and econom'ics and 
personnel to work on board Nation at Risk. the national . While UNH has garnere? a HAALAND, page 11 
. . . . . 
Tai Chi: reclaiming the hOdy 
,, 
B_y Michelle Eva]ls physical l?ody works." discov~~-ing the original. 
T'ai Chi Chuan, an ancient · Ecqnomos helps his T'ai Chi nwvement in people ." _ 
Chinese art. enables contcm- students become acquainted The attention ir takes to , 
porary students t9_ increase with their bodies. and '"the fol'US on the 108 T'ai Chi · 
body awareness and relaxa- things that go on with it - the · movements are '"a little bit like 
tion. even control metabolism. men tar aberrations ._ what goes takil'lg a break." Economos · 
according to UN H philosophy 'ori when you're worrying. or said . "Y Ol:1 don't space out and 
- teacher Jon Economos. · fearing what's happening." He go some place else . If you\1e got 
Although · in its pure form. will teach a T'ai Chai workshop -pains or aches or crookedness · 
T'ai -Chi is a martial art from Saturday. February 18. from of the spine. you become " 
which ·other martial arts. 10:30tol2:30attheMillPond painftdly aware of thaf 
including karate, derive. it is Center in Durham. throughout the process." 
practiced nonviolently as '"the_ The slim. darkly bearded Conscious breathing is .the 
art of appropriate action." philosopher 'lives in an single most difficult element of 
'"If it's appropriate in a apartnient in a_Jarge farmhouse T'a i Chi. according to 
certain circumstance that you in Newmarket. His sunny living Economos. 
should use your hands to room is cluttered with many '"Once vou become aware of 
protect yourself, we teach varieties of plants. · · the mat-abolism, you car( 
people how to use their bands . The task of T'ai , Chi _modulate it." he said. "The 
If they should use a guri. or movements. according to people who are worried about ,, 
even run, Jhen that's what we Economos, is to "reclaim the - diets. about losing or gaining 
teach people, "·said Ec.onomos. body and will from all the - weight can eat the food the)' 
a student of the Far Easte'rn . abuse and a re haeo I ogica I want to, and learn to burn it at 
discipline for 15 , years . .. A stratification that covers over a certain1 constant rate." - .._l .. ___ 
person can only do that if he the raw energy that we all have. , According to . Economos. J · - · ·. · , ·· - .- - · · 
knows precisely how his It's a way of digging in and . .ECONOMOS, page 13 on Econom~s (Pete Robert phot~) 
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Political activists .. ~~mpaign for democrats 
Asner for Cranston 
By Rae · Ann Hoyt 
Alan Cranston is the 
_democratic presidential 
candidate needed to reverse the 
Reagan administration's 
philosophy to ready the nation 
for war, according to television 
star Ed Asner, ' 
Asner, former star of the 
"Mar~' Tyler Moore" show and 
the "Lou Grant" sho.w, spoke 
Monday Night in support of 
Cranston at the Unitarian 
Universalist Church in 
Portsmouth. The visit was 
Grant's first endorsement of 
Cranston and his first visit to 
the state. . 
Asner, like Cranston, said he 
supports a nucJear freeze. TV t Ed A . . . 
"A lack of compassion and a s ar sner spoke ~n Portsmouth in support of Alan 
l k f d t d
. b th - - Cranston for President. (Dorian Stonie photo) 
ac o un ers an mg y e -
Reagan administration has President speaks in ••very Commie consprracy line. He 
brought us to the brink of a honeyed, very practiced tones." wants to get the Commies out 
nuclear war," Asner said. ••Reagan gives you a very from · under the bed. It's like a 
•• AJan Cranston in contrast warm feeling, but theri so does scerie from a shoot-em-up 
to Reagan, has nev~r waffled in peein_g down your leg," he said. mov ie:'." Asner said. -
-his utterances, or wavered in "Alan believes as I do that we Another _ reason Asner 
his positions. He first learned live in a great c<?untry, and that supports Cranston is because 
about the dangers of nuclear we have the nght to· protest the two men sh a re a 
weapons from Einstein himself when our . govern~en~ act_~ commitment to human rights. 
when he was journalist " he contrary to its peoples wishes, '-''I found myself comfortably 
said. ' said Asner, referring to the in bed with Alan where human 
Asner, wearing a brown Grenada invasion. rights· issues .are concerned," he 
tweed jacket, yellow shirt and ~sner, b~shy ey~br~ws - ·explained. ••Alan supports gay 
brown tie, mix,ed humor, spirit raised: voice proJect1ng rights, the ERA, labor rights, 
and warmth with his plug for dramatically, slammed the - and ci,vil rights. Where- rights 
Cranston. The 200-person Reagan ~dminis_tratio~'s are concerne_d Alan ·'i'iP numero 
crowd of suited businessmen release of mforrhat1on dunng uno. 
children and young blue jea~ . the Grenada invas_ion. ••1 support Cranston because 
wea re r-s · a pp I au d ed h-i-m . ••we were not prol?erly he fulfills my demands for a 
heartily, often yelling ··we Jove informed then_, and we ~Ill be p~esidential candidate. He will 
- ·· you Lou Grant". even less so informed m the end my fears and our fears ·of 
Comparing Reagan with futur~," he pr~dicted. . nuclear arms wars. · He 'will be. 





Commoner for Jackson 
By Beth Gideon 
Barry _- Commoner and 
Reverend_ Herbert Daughtry 
urged a small audience of 30 to 
take part in the ·•historical 
transformation" that will begin 
with the New Hampshire 
presidential primary on Feb. 
28. 
Both Commoner and 
Daughtry spoke in behalf of 
Democratic candidate Jesse 
Jackson in the MU B Strafford 
Room on Friday afternoon. 
Commoner, an environ-
mental scientist known for his 
anti-nuclear stance, is vice-
chairman of the Jackson 
Campaign. Daughtry, a 
personal friend of Jackson's, is 
also working on his campaign. 
The event was co-sponsored by 
the Students for Disarmament 
and Peace. 
Commoner calkd the 
presidential campaigns and 
elections of the past few years a 
-'."charade." 
··The people of New 
Hampshire can be · the first 
signal of coming change. You 
have the chance to participate 
in this historical transforma-
tion," be µrged. 
••There is something eerie 
about · _this (Jackson's) 
campaign / ' Daughtry said, 
referring to Jackson's rise in the 
polls. •·something mysterious 
is going on in this campaign." 
Co m m o n-e r s a id J e· s s e 
COMMONER, page 12-
Environmental . Scientist Barry_ Commoner (Jim ,Millard 
photo) 
St:NIOQS 
Do yc)u plan lo graduate 1n May? 
*No experience necessary 
* Paid Position 
* A great opportunity for 
practical experience 
*This will lead to the 
Business Manager 
for the 1984-85 year. 
Applications available in 
Room l30 ·MUB 
Deadline Feb. 21st 
To be considered for the 
May 19, 1984 graduation, you must 
turn in your intent-to-graduate 
card by f riday, f ebruary 17. to 
the Qegistrar's -Offi_ce, Qoom 8a, 
Thompson HalL If you have any 
questions, a degree · analyst will 
gladly meet with you to review · 
your degree requirements. Just 
_ call 862-1554 or stop by to make 
an appointment. 
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Tuesday,Febrll:ary 14, 1984 
8:00-10:00 p.m. , _ 
at Alpha Chi Omega, 29 fy1adbury Road 
Thursday, February 16, 1-9-84 
8:00-10:00 p.m. 
at Delta Zeta; 25 -MadburS' Road 
THE FRATERNITY 
SEITINB rHE .STANDARDS 
j 
Cpme hear abou( the p(ans 
fo1:. our Jy_ ew H ou}e! 
ef ·r _., '7 
~.,.;: 
. -.;. 
-'":t:mn:~~--,:tt':·>'N:/v{:_~::,4+:\ .. \ .'_j:·>.) .=::.-... ,:·;,, (__/:_f~,}::fMMl%Mh?;/SG,\:<~xx'¥'~ -.. - .. · ~ . 
---. ~-- __ : ·-~ '1>1:~$lclerit f6r. the-.1984/8_5: 
: ) ·{' :. : J~~dernic J!ar _ ·· . ,, . . ... 
.: ~·-, ,train this_~.~mc;tcrtobe'President of thi large·~~-· progr~fQHlling ·_ ~ 
• ~
1 
~stµdcntor,gan~zat_ion-at_ UNH~ ., . . . ... .. . ... ~- ~ 
,_ -- _ Assi~an~t ·BusjneS$: Mana.ger. ~ :, -· · 
- ... ~- _,. ..:-, . . •:::: · 
-,._· ~' .. '\ 
i! Will ~'or~ w,ith -B~~_incss Man~gcr t_h_is _scmcstcr:-and take .\he· 
'~ posiJitln) r:i · th~ ·84ff85 -school yca1:. _- · - ., ·. , . _ .. · -_ 
.... ~~ ~ J 
:,. 
' . 
; . '; .~ ;J!rdd11c.tIOn/4SeC':'f:i(rDij~tt~'j:.,.; .... ... .. 
· :;. ~ ~Tntin _fliis· -sem.cst~_r .to take over nt!xr·)~eiu~ ftif recr_uitin1t~(nd·-,~ -
·. ~ :-tr~ini.n~rno_h~ppHc'-:_se~urity .arid .,stag~_ci-e~~ a:ifaoging ~aJtnf.:; 
~ : & '_chcckjng tontfacts. ~ . C ," • ·~ ':. : : • • _: ''. - ; • • : _./: .j:r; _· \ i 
; j ~ · , -;, _ . ·• f©:/f:,.':it{,dfilt«Y<t~i- ).::\;i\;JteflcZW\.<i-,-4+./@ . .  , ,r: .. _ 
, AU are Paid Positt J 
- - ~ :o -.Get lnv--Olved, '. 
·_ Appiicatio.n .De~ullfne~ is· -
_ ~~ :): /.: : .. :_,·: f rid~-Y_~-·t·~b~u-~~t:~i 7th , i-\·, ~J···-· >--
.·.: c ·:t?~~t~ f t~!!t};!~:~t1t•·  
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.·IOTICES 
ACADEMIC --:--:. ':' - ~- .. , Murkl~nd, 2 and 7 _p.m. $1 admission . 
NEW TES.TAMENT CHRISTIAN FELLOW-
STU DY. AB.ROAD INT.HE "'soV-IET UNlt)r~/ 
Sponsored by Russian Department. lnformati9ral-
meeting . on the -UN H Summer Program. 
Thursday, Februar)' - I 6, Room 22, M urkla:nd, 7, 
p.m . . ... ~, 
ATHLETICS AND RECREATION 
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM INSTRUCTORS 
NEEDED: Department of Recreation Sports is 
hiring instructors . Pay rate at least $3.75 per hour. 
Must have current certification in a Red Cross 
Water Safety · Instructor's Program and be 
available seven consecutive Saturda)' mornings 
after spring break from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Applications available in Room 1511. Recreational 
Sports Depart merit. Field House. Ca,11 862-2031 
tor more information. 
ME N'S INTRAMURAL WRESTLING 
CHAMPfONSHIPS: Sponsored b)' Department 
of Recreational Sports. Wednesday,Februar)' 22, 
Gym, Field House, 6:30 p.m. Weigh in session on 
Tuesday, February 2L Wrestling Room~ _Field 
-House. 6 :30 to 7:30 p.m. For more information call 
_Recrearional Sports. 862-2031. Room 15 I. Field 
House. 
I N DOOR SOCCER TO U RN A M ENT": 
Sponsored by Recreational Sports. Myn's and 
: women's tournaments open to all UN H full-time 
·:_undergraduates. Entries accepted after 9 a.m . 
.Tuesday. February 14 in Room 151; Field House. 
- SHIP MEETING: Worsh ip and teaching, 
centered <1°11 the Lord Jesus Christ. Wednesdt!Y· 
February 15. Forum Room·, Library. 7:30 and 9 
· p.m. . . 
PRE-VET MEETING: Sponsored by Pre-vet 
Club and Animal Science Department. Guest will 
be Dr. Kelleher from New· Zealand. There will be a 
slide show on veterinary practice in New Zealand. 
Thursday, February 16. Room 127; Hamilton 
Smith, 7 . o .m. All animal s'cience and pre-vet 
majors encouraged to attend. 
JACKSON CABIN WORK / SKI TRIP: 
Sponsored by New Hampshire.· Outing Club . . · 
N HOC pays expenses. W_ork a day. ski a day in the 
White· Mountains. Pre-trip meeting. Wednesday, · 
February 15, Roo.m ·129, Memorial Union. 7 p.m. 
Trip will be weekend of Februar_y 17-19. Meet ~rn 
Friday, February · 17 in Room .129, Memorial 
Union, 5 p.m . , . · · 
SEMINAR ON "REALITY ·oF OPPRESSION _ 
IN THE WOR Lo::: Sponsored by ,..UN H Catholic 
Student ·Center. Seminar by 'three MaryknoU. 
M issionar~' Sisters. One sister is just bac;k from 
Guatamala. Afl _, of them knew the '' women 
murdered in El Salvador. They will share personal 
stories: use multi-medi~, discussion. simulation, 
percept·iqn exercises to help peopl~ understand the 
experiet'!ces of people around the world . Saturday, 
February 25, Catholic Student Center. 9:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m/ Admission is $3-. Open to the public. 
H-alls 
high 
'· . receive 
. . . 
rating~ 
By Dan Landrigan 
UNH residence halls 
received high ratings from 
student residents in a surve)' 
taken last semester. 
The Community ·nevelop-
ment Survey administe_red by 
the Department' of Residential 
Life was complete9 by more 
than thre~-quarters of the 
students living in· residence 
halls last November. 
- The.· purpose of the an'nual 
survef· is to . obtain student 
. opinions on their halls. hall 
staff and activities- program-
, miri-g. The·surve)' also measures 
, some aspects .of._ ·~t uden t 
d;rinki_ng pat't-crfi:s. ·· 
Over- three-quarters ol the 
respondents ,__ said _ · they like 
living in a resid~nce hall and 
would recomm½-nd; their hall as · 
a goqd place to liye. · 
Alcohol does ·· rwt play a 
.major part in the social lives of 
,62 ·pe~crnt of those surveyed. 
Eighty . percent said they 
understand -why UN H has rules 
regarding- al,cohol in the 
residence halls. while 34 
Alcohol abw,l. i~ "a yery 
difficult problem to deal with," 
said Direct6r of Residential 
Life Carol Bischoff. · 
"Students want to be able to 
do what thev want to do," 
regardless of the law, Bischoff 
said. 
"We will be continµing our 
efforts in confronting alcohol 
abuse." Bischoff said. 
Hall staff members presently 
discuss alcohol problems on a 
one on one basis with residents 
and sponsor programs todeal 
with alcohol abuse. she s_aid. 
About half the students 
surveyed indicated they arc 
d·issatisfied with the furniture 
0
i n I o u-n g es a n d r o o m s . 
Residential Life's propq·sed 
budget for 1984-85. calls for 
$338.000 . ror the pure has~ of 
furniture . for ~tudy lounges. 
Bischoff said . · Over the past 
three years, the ma'in lounges of 
each · dorm ha v·e been 
refurnished, she <!dded. , 
·.Call 862-2031· for more information. 
~ 0tJ-'T-+f>• SWtM '"'-PR0G·RAM<:- S-pons~red· -b~,-
·: &ecreational Sports. Saturdays. March 24 to May 
·"S. Highly organized swim .instruction program 
".offered to children of the University communit~' 
: ~nd neighboring communities. Class restricte_d in 
isize. Registration . Monda)1-Friday, March 12- 16 
_in Room 15 I. Field House. 9 a .m. to4 p.m. on first-
come. first-served basis. Call 862-2031 for more 
-information. 
.• , ,r. 
·-· - .-"'X.-~ ~ · _ _ _ _ · · percent-said--.tliey don't thiiiik ·,c.:,·.c:,::.= ""...,·"'2'<.1""" ;;:;:c,,<,.,., ..... tHe"'Fules· ··tm'i'r. "" 
The survey al_so revealed that 
81 . percent of tne residents felt 
an RA is necessary and two-
thirds said their KA ·s 
.,IW}/9X.I11·P n~G<;~_.,,was ~.~ L..,,J,~f.!~t 
sat1sta_ctory_. · .. 
-RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career 
·"Planning and Placement. An oppo.rtunit)' for . . .:,, 
,students to receive feedback on final draft resumes 
·on first -come. first served basis. _ WednesdaS', 
Peyruary 15, Room 203, Huddleston, 1:30 to4:30 
p.m. 
-JOB SEARCH FOR TEACHERS: Sponsored by 
Career Planning and Placement. Information 
sessions on locating ~hd applying for teach:ing 
ppsitions. Will cover information sources, 
application procedures, interview te~hniques, etc. 
Lecture,_ questions and answers. Wednesday. 
February 15. room 203. Huddleston. 6 p.m. 
MATCHING YOUR SKILLS AND ABILITIES 
. TO MAJORS AND CAREERS: Sponsored by , 
Career Planning and Placement. ~edn~sday, 
February 15, Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 6 
to 7:30 p.m. 
INTERVIEW COMMENTS REVIEW: 
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. 
Students· may learn of how they are coming across 
during their on"-campus interviews on a first -come. 
first -served basis. Thursday. February 16. Room 
203. Huddleston, I :30 to 4:30 p .m. 
SUMMER JOB FAIR: Sponsored by Career 
Planning and Placement. Chance for students to 
talk with emplo~1e-rs from variou_s businesses, 
-resorts, restaurants, · camps, and recreation and 
parks deparments about many kinds 1of summer 
joos. Wednesday, February 22, Granite State 
Room, Memorial Union. IO a.m. to 4 p.m. 
HEAL-i;'.M 
Nu T R~'i -r I o'.l'~( A L ·"':(s s E s's· M f'N T- A N·o-
. COUNS~ELl·NG SERVICE: Spqnsored by 
Human ~ ~.j utr1t1on Center. Provides a complete 
nutritional assessment of dietary habits. For more 
informafion, '.~all 862-1704 . 
BOOZQM ETER: Sponsored_ by Hea Ith ,, 
Educati:8 ~ Center. This prdgram gives students an -
opportu'itity to examine and1dis<=;uss their attitudes 
and values towards alcohol. Wednesday. February 
15, Alex~nde'.r. 7 p.m. . 
CONTRACEPTION - CHOICES NOT HOPE: 
Sponsor~d by Health Education Center. Sunday. 
f 'ebruarY: 19 : 4B Lounge, Williamson, 7 p.m. 
=-~> ~...- .j, 
COMPU'TER SERVICES -
."' - ,. - : 
Non-credh c(rnrses' ;for ~ .f.lominal , {ee are listed' 
below, Registration · is required . Call 862 -3527 or 
stop by Room 2'£, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5 
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are 
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated. 
BEGINNING CP / M-1,2: - Two-session- · course 
teaches the basics of the CP/ M operating syste111_ 
and the · 'proper care of microcomputers. The 
course is not specific to a particu-lar application or 
setting. Monday. February 20 and Wednesday . 
February 22 from 2 to 4:30 p.m. Fee is ~$4. 
lJ NH FR M : Course describes a program for 
entering data records_into a computer from a video 
terminal by displaying a blank form, filling in the 
form and storing. the results. Prerequisites are 
Beginning Timesharing, and Beginning SOS or 
Beginning XTECO. Tuesday. February 21 from 
9:10 a .m. to noon. Fee is $2.:..... 
GENERAL 
PERSPt:CTl ,VLS DEADI.INE AND 
INFORMATION: Sponsored hy Sociology Dept:, 
Submission of any term papers and essays on 
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
. UN H HORSEMAN'S -CLUB: Tuesday, February 
14, Room 212, Kendall, 7 p.m·. 
, social issues for publication in Perspectives. the 
undergraduate Sociology/ Anthropology journal. 
Deadline for papers February 24. Send or deliver 
to Christy Hammer, Sociology Department. 
Horton Social Science. Please include name·and 
return address . . 
GERM AN COFFEE HOUR: Sponsored _by 
German Club. Wednesday. February 15, Room 
· IO. Murkland, noon to I p .m. 
UNH CHESS CLUB ORGANIZATIONAL 
MEETING: Wednesday. 1-chruary I 5.Room 53, 
Hamilton Smith. 7 p.m. Everyone is welcome. 
FRENCH FILM-"LE BONHEUR": Sponsored 
b~1 French and Italian Department. This is a 
French film with English subtitles. There will be a 
brief intrqductory lecture, including background 
information. Wednesday. Feoruary 15, Room I IO. 
1-R EE FI I.M: Sponsored h:. the Japanese Ouh. 
Short film on the art ol Japanese swordmakmg 
and an introduction to . the Game Go. Tuesday.-
February 14, Forum Room. Library, 5 p.m . 
UNIVERSITY LOST AND FOUND:-Sponsored 
by Office of Student Activities. The University 
Lost and Found is located at the University 
Information Center in the Memorial Union. All 
found items can be. sent to the center. All items arc 
kept for at least JO d:.tys. If you have lost 
something, stop by the Center to sec if it has been 
turned in. 
/ · 
CLASS Rl.N G SALES 
--eo·-, 
' ·: 
; . 1 .. ~ 
. 
February 15th & 16th ~ 
Wednesday & Thursday 
Outside Sfra.fford Room 
Memorial Union 
· I 0:00 am - 3:00 pm 
$10.00 deposit 
Sponsored bv 
SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY 
__ Y ~ung's Restaurant 
·4s Main St. · 
:Durham1, N.H. · 
,868-2688 
· Offering the foH.9~ing specials 
from_ 2/ 15 / 84 rhru 2/ 21 / 84 
Breakfast Specials 
:' ! 
} l.llrge t:~gs 1\'ilh h o111e_l i ·i<'.1 ll ll cl Joll.1·1 .... 9¼!' 
} 
0
/1.-lu!fiu.1 11·i1!, .11111,l/ juice and m/1<'(' .. S / .}5 
Luncheon Specials 
Dinner Specials 
Ch ickt'll .!\'11gge1 J) i1111i.'r 1ri1h nwshedpoltll u<'-" u r /i·t·nch / i'ie., . . 1ll'<'<'I .ll/lln' 
and a rul/ ...... S} . .J5 
I· 
\ 
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Frost · up·da~e~ ceii:sus _ taking 
, ...... . ..,:,~ 
By Linda Quain 
A few summers ago, Albert 
Frost took a couple of radio 
receivers that the lobstermen 
use for navigating, put them in _ 
a van, and drove around 
Georgetown, Massachusetts. 
Posing as a census-taker, he 
stopped at several houses, 
using the receiver to take down 
. the latitudinal and longitudinal 
coordinates of his lo(;ation. 
Frost; pr9fessor of computer 
and electrical engineering at 
UNH, undertook this 
experiment three years ago as 
. part of a study project with the 
Transportation Systems 
Cef}ter in · Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. 
Frost was called upon to use 
his expertise in computers and -
navig_ation , systems to help 
census takers :more accurately 
. record their data for the 1990 
, Census . . , . 
· From hi~ research, · Frost 
concluded that census-takers 
covering ·remote rural areas 
often fail to count all residents 
due to the , lack of street 
numbers and signs. Thu~, he 
devised a computerized radio · 
receiver, similar to those used · 
for · marine and aerial 
navi"gatio1i'; that can bf used to 
· pin-pornt ·isolated residential 
locations for the 1990 Census. 
"This is the Dream Scheme, 
the Star Wars Scenario," Frost 
. said, with a twinkle in his frosty 
According to frost, these · 
"special receivers" used on 
boats, ships and planes, pick up 
pulses or signals from radio 
transmitters in three locations: 
Nantucket, Caribou, Maine, 
and Seneca, New York. Each is 
par,t of the LORAN-C System 
(~nit~cf States Long-Range 
Aid to Navigation), an€! with 
these receivers, navigators can 
determine the exact latitudi-iial 
and.longitudinal coordinates of 
their location or destination. ' · 
Fro~t said c·ensus~takers 
FR'OST~page 24 . -
UNH Engineering Professor Al Frost (Wayne Makecknie 
photo) 
' blue eves'. 
' T,,h~ Tufts U niversirv ('USTOMER QUESTION #I I 
graduate majored in ph~1sic~, Whal\ lhi! . d(fference hen-ree,i a Bvd_r Wa,•e -and a 
· before doi·ng graduate work at pehnanent? 
Harva-rd.-~nd MIT. Impressive . "' 
'.: to t· say t9e >, ,!east, but .Frostt .,' ·-:· A AS 11 LN;' A /la/Ill/II('/.// is ,1i/ ~cl1C'lllicid f'('-,\//'IICllll'illg t!f th<' hai(;,1/)w/i~ 
'• ma'kes it3 ound easy. .:,(, ~ ·, fi ne!, ,\(/ /(I(/ is·~ (/ /Jodr M'(/\:1/, //ol\'l'\ '('/', Bodr JU' ll\'(' al\~o /11((1/IS,' 
Wlfo0n~' ·referring to ,• all his ·:: /l/(//1£1gcahiliff, (~J/1/f()/, hw /U:J/ /()() /Ill/ch Cllrf. i,; ohlllill ti,;,; re.~11/i ll/1 
years of eollege education., npcricnn·cl co.1111t'lologis1 ·11ws1,1h,,11 choowa chemirnl comhiiw1io11 that 
Frost leans back in his .c.hair, i., 1101 too fir111. cmcl a roe! si::£' that is not 10 small. 
clasps his hands behind a head 
of silver wav·y hair, ahd grins, 
saying, -~,I just sailed right q-own 
the Charles River." · 
Frost describes his idea with 
simple-analogy. 
"Lobstermen use receivers to 
locate traps the - way census 
takers could use them to find 
houses," he says. However, 
· Frost has modified and 
adapted this radio fransmitter 
for the ·census department. 
' 35 ,\fa ill .\/. 
f)11rlw111 . .\'.II. 
t•/JO :\T 868-705 I 
send ro11r l/W'stio11.1 to 1_1s, 11·c· '// do ow· hes/ to a11.111·1·r thl'III 
j 
muso Film . series Presents ... 
Thu~sday, February 16th 
Strafford Ro0m 
In The MUB 
Shows at 6:30 & 9:30· 
Admission: $1.00 
Acaden:iy Awc!rd winning foreign film 
fflEPHISTO 
This is the true story-of_ q small town actor··s gradual be'trayal of political 
and mor·a1 principle in retur:n for professional power and advancementin 
_Nazi Germ~ny. In German with English Subtitles. 
F ebruar.y 14-20 
CaJ's -Closet At The MUB 
Lover ~s quarrel? Cat got your tongue? 
lt' s not too late to _let our Valentine's 
say it for you. 
Cards, candy hearts, cuddly animals, etc. · 
· Have a __ Happy Valentine's· Day! 
UNH Souvenir Class of 1984 · 
Graduati<?n .Tack Pins _ ·$4.50 
, Pistachio's_ Ice Cream Shoppe 
Valentine's Day Special 
Sweetheart Sundae-
-Fudge brownie topped with 
peppermin,t sJick .. ic.e cr.earn, __ goo.ey, hot.·fudge,-
and shipped cream. Only $ l.00! 
Good only on Tuesday, F~bruary 14, 1984 
Open Monday-Friday 11 a:m . to 11 p.m. 
· Saturday & ·Sunday 12 noon-to 11 p.m . 
MUB Cafeteria 
Let us -prepare lunch for you. 
Tuesday, Feb. _ 14 
"Valentine's Day_" 
Veal Cutlet Romana 
M~shrodnflQu,ch~ ' 






·wednesday; Feb. 15 
''Italian Day at the M.UB" · 
Stuf,fed Italian Shells 
Eggplant Parmesan 
Minestwne Soup 
Nashville Bun-dt Cake 
/ 
Thursd~y, Feb; 16 
"A Thursday Matinee" 
.Zesty Baked Chicken · 
Garden Vegetable Pie 
Green Beans & Pecans · 
Savory Beef Mushroom Soup 
Cranberry Pie . 
~iday ~ Feb. 17 
"Ch'inese" 
Sweet & Sour Pork w/ 
Fried Rice 
Vegetarian Egg Rolls 
Stir-Fry Vegetables 
Fried Rice 
Chicken & Corn Soup 


















Cafeteria open Monday thrnugh Friday 
7:30 to 11 a.m. for breakfast· 
1/1 a.m. to 3 p.m. fo; -lunch., -
Night Grill open Monday through :Thursday 
· 3:30 to 7:30 .m. . · 






'••.: . -· -
T~esday feb 14.· 1984 
. Room 13.4.:·· MUI3 
-7:oo_'·pm 
.• . . · .·. '· .. flUE ~a_USJ)NS. ~hu u~u•· Should Gol1slilel' ' ,,, l 
1- -raa_1sterma JQ.:UOJE. ,n.J)urham,c N.H: . I_ 
~ ~~: ~ fi 















_ 1-J. You-·rna-?ser{q ~ :~essage to the ottier 49 ~tate$ by '(-Oting 
- ' in N-evy· :Mpm-p-sh'ire's, f.jrst _in the nation_:_primary :,,(SincEt~l.9'52,- _ 
··; ~no;on:e ~ha:s _ever .. _b~cor:ne -ph:~sidenfwithout first .wiriniQg-.the ; , -
:. l'~few H·ampst)ire _0prirnajy')_' -~ - - . __ -.. :":- > ._ - ;; . :~ - : _ - - -_ 
, ·2) As ~-a.- sfudent> ypu 1\Nifl be;·ab1e-te. voteJor state",;an.a loc:a-t-·· ~ , ~ -~ - ., · ,'?-
. officials Wh~ affect Y<>u most . .. - ' ·- ·. ·::_ , . ' . . ' r .·,~:~:t,~;_\, _ 
--~-.:3) You -will be -in Durham.-. ctu-r·ing ·_ all~atiof)al, state andlnc-af. - ~ .--
. · 'Q)e~~~~~~e ~er8eig~tmont~s of the y~ar. .•. . , . I 
... ,- I - -~05) tt ,is_ 'more con,ve-n,ent than_ regist~r.iri_g~--tO vote/~ab_s'eniee ,, 
. ~and voting c;thsentee :fq;r · every. eJeclio~·- , ;\)?;· -~=" . "a 
' ~ j· 
-'c', ;:::J/1/h,e,; you graducite or (ea,v.~-Durhampeimanen-tly yoµ;imp/y registerto vote at yoVrnew address . . 
. : .. - : - ··: -:·__ *Any stude__nt living in a_ dqrm, ap-artm,ent o~ house in Ou/ham wh_; will be\--. _ 
/ 
-- at7east 18-by the primary Tuesiiay, February'28, 1984. . 
RE(JISTER AT THE DUR/jAM TOWN HALL Tuesday February .14, 
7 p.m.-9 p.m: o~. Mon-Fri; 8 a.m.-5 p.m . 
. DEMOCRATIC.ST DENT 0RGA IZATIOft.··· 
, .. 
, f . 
. ... ! l ;-. ,, "1 -, ... I _r , ~ ~-,- ~: 3 - ~ _:-- ~ .. -~ _:"".'; ~ .,,: I'\ , • 
' - -
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------------------------PENNETT----...... ------~-----------,;r<--~- ~-
- ( continued from J!age·2) ·-· 
_ .. ~~~- . ,_)" ~ ~~ -_.,,.,. 
adult. and St. John the Evangelist. Brunswick. -, Canada, ilhd ~New .. It brings labor back fo ' the mounted on wood · h·a.~gs 
.. No one expects . a young Realizing his tafent for York. · . . ,'°"~.... . people, the poor here in New proudly above his:d~~kand th_e 
person to die." he explains. -w9rking with young adults and The first thing Pennf:tt;,s~:s ,. Hampshire." says Pen nett. participants frorri past yea-rs .011 
· Last weekend · when two , an-' ability ro organize. Pen nett he does· on yacation'."i\ -r'.e'ffi:E)v.e _ th~ program s'mile out:from a 
UNH juni_ors were killed in a .became entrenched in campus his watch. ,. The project, begun in 1979- collage of photogra'phs.outside 
car accident, · Pennett w_as the ministr~' · when he arrived in ., ·· .. I have this little drawer right .. 80. is funded_ by Operation-:Rice · his offi~e door. · · 
one who responded. Hil duties Durharr1. -And in the past six by the door of the ca-mper:and -- ·Bowl (a~ C~fiho-h~ ~chari(y), the 
in~lude tinding ~o th~ .. rituals years since his airiva[ -church the minute I start my vacation I ah n ua1 B.R OP, wa 1- k in 
of death'\ celebrating funerals, ·. attendence among students has ·takeoff my watch and drop it iri . Du r+i a in,· J s-n.~l'l -····rtr:i."v~ t e , R_ev. 'David . t. _:praing~r, 
and contacting the victim's . almost doubled. there," he says ... I live by the • donations of servkes, mones· Director of the United Campus 
family. CurJ Collins, UN H senior, clock all the time ex<::ept on and supplies fro·m prof es- Ministry at UNH says,_ "Fr. 
One of the worst tragedies says · father Pennett played a vacation; then I wake ·up ·with sionals and resiElents in the Rick is available t6 :the .Jar.ger · 
· Pen nett remembers occurre.d key role in. his conversion to the sun and go to bed when it area. university· corrrm(f!?}tt, mor~ _so 
last spring when Glen Hayes Catholicism. -- : goes down. Sometin:ies it will than other Romah~-, .... (;a-tholic 
· drowned in the crew team · "He helped me with the · be 11 :00 am and just as . In 19.81 the program won a priest in the past. He betie·v,.<;s 
accident. Pennett appeared at problems _of being a black everyone is returning_ from · _District Service Awaro for St. that the institution of the · 
Hood House after learning of student at UN H," Collins says. their . morning activities there I Thomas More i'n Fr. Peimett's · church and the University have 
the disaster, leaving the annual "He would always say come on am cooking up my bacon and . name. The s·i,lver ·· plaque -~. so_mething to ·say together." . •. 
CRO:P ·walk in full swing, an over to·talk anytime. When we eggs." , 
activity he had spent hours talked he would ask me things Although Pen nett has lived 
coordinating. · and make me come up with my in Durham for several years, he 
.. I was standing outside at the own answers. . says he has fqund it difficult to 
CROP walk, freezing, when I ' "He told me to hold fast to . establish relationships because 
got the call. l had to deal with the -things I believe in. He cared ~-it's impossible to · be both 
the deans, the emergency staff, about me. It wasn't as if he was friend and confessor." 
and support Presi?ent Handler doing . me a favor. He makes He also admits •sometimes 
who was up agamst a lot of you feel. what -you decide is all the cloak turns people away 
:rnQn' people saying, 'How · :your own doing." . .· and that often he leaves the 
could this happen'?'," Pen nett Though Pennett's dedication collar home when out on a 
recalls. "Then I had to meet and sacrifices are impressive, to social occasion. · "'I find the 
with the students who were · him it is all part of his collar is a tool of · the 
freed from death and help them community obligations as a profession , but I don't need to 
deal with the realityJhat one of · priest. . . wear it all the time," he 
' their teammates had died." 1 A typical day for Pen nett · expl~ins. "Pe6ple · see it and 
Later he announced the news often runs from 8 am until after they tend to put you in a box." 
to a stunned student audienc~ l O pm, excluding crises or Pen net( plays with the pen in 
~ t the five o'clock m,a ss and unexpected visitors. Like a - his hands. H-is close friends live •; -
su_pported Glen Hayes parents doctor, Pennett is on call 24 in other cities and often he will 1 
who came to identify the body. hours. meet them for dinner or the · 
· Pen nett ~red its pra~'er as the "I answer questions of faith .theater and g10 out "for a coup!~ ~-
sustaini ng force in such and about relationships~ and I of d·rinks". While he 
:draining ordeals, or in times of. also do crisis intervention," he acknowledges that " prie~t-s 
~xhaustion, depression o r says. Other duties include need priests", his clos~st 
·stress, visiting the sick and conducting confidants are two married 
"You have to get to know the confirmation and ·marriage' couples. 
rhythm~ of life and your own instruction classes . \ One of Pennett's · most 
MORTAR BOARD 
·AWARENESS WEEK , 
Honor Societ -
rhythn,1s a0 n<;l know. when they , _ Much · of his job is ·,~ 'ambitious programs since his 
a_ren't, in siµk _: You_ haYe _to tak~ r a-~mi ni~t-ra.tive · _and · he deals·"~arrival at SL ThomaS7f\fore liaf;_:'. 
sOill't:::, time 'for me"'. he says . with tlk" organization of the been the institution ot More 1:1:===============-•=============* 
.. Born in New York, Pen11ett Youth Center. He gives · House. Pennett says the 
gre\Y up in Manchester and -·seminars and lectures to classes · program is based on the ---........... -•u•.-
8
•.N-e•w•s•&-W_o_r_ld-R•e•p•o•r•t •p-re•s•e•n•t•s---- -""""'~ 
attended St Anselm's ~?liege at UN H on medical ethics, and concept of uniting the church, 
for one year before.dec1dmgto · the Bible as literature, A bold local community~ and the · Ne·.· w·s, Wdlri' -. e~ 
pursue the seminary. - black and white_plaque in his · university "to work for ·' :···. · _· ---~ _ · · _. '7 
· · '•I :had always thought about ·office · attests thaf he is a' institution-al justic.e in nutrition_ .. 
service to the church _and ' member of the Knights of in -rural New Hampshire." . 
tho-ught I would pursue 1t ·to Columbus. . Th@program culls six to ten · 
some degree," he says. "My Despite his . husy schedule, . college age people who live for 
'family went to church weekly Pennett says he must have time six to ten weeks in a poor New 
-arid) was .involved wit_h C:YO -for himself. Often he takes long Hampshire community. The 
~Ca.~holic Youth Orgarnzat10.n) walks, or works on a Na_util~s students work toged1e-r to help 
. m ,_h1gh school. _I ~~s taught by machine. His camper 1s his thecommunityestabl1shcoops, 
priests and religious broth~rs, salvation and to relax he camps pantries, and soup kitchens for 
and .: always thought they were Ill . the - mountains of New the needy , . 
decent guys." -
·The difficulty i'n the 
comt-nitment was the issue of 
· celebacy. 
· :~ ·~1-got, out of high school - I 
attended an all boys school -
and -- suddenlv discovered the 
oi her 50% o(the human i-ace." 
jdkes Punnett. 
<f.he decision to · remain · 
cele.bate was not an easy one for · 
the Chaplain. 
,--~~-~veryone has to ultimately 
dec ide · that question for 
tb_e.rn:self. For me the rightness 
out-weighed the difficulties and 
1 th;ciught it was worth doing," 
he - ~ays. "In a way it (the 
p_i-i~s-thood) is like married life 
in -"that each ·'day is a new 
ch~·llenge." · . . 
·.· i=-•aced with eight years in the 
sehiinary and a · full scholar-
ship, Pennett tran~ferred to 
Out ·tad)/ of the Angels for his 
associate 's degree and later 
rece·ived his bachelors and 
ma .sters from Niagara 
Un-iversity in Albany, NY. 
O~ce ordained, Penneit 
served in -a variety of capacities 
COUNSELORS . 
Summer Employment · 
) 
-·you are sensitive to the needs · of the 
handicapped and your background 
qualifies you for a counselor posi-
tion we .can offer you ten weeks of summer employment at our 
bea~tiful · 30-acre .Bancroft Nor~h site, located in a superb 
seacoast setting on Penobscot Bay, Maine. 
Individuals with such recreational skills as arts/ crafts, sports/ 
camping, swimming/boating and those ~it_h cours~ work in 
Special Education, Human Services or s1m1lar studies are all 
welcome. Swimming ·and boating counselors. must_-have Ad-
vanced Life Saving certification. · 
Orientation begins at .the Bancroft School in Haddonfield, NJ, 
on or about June 18th With housing provided during your stay. 
Then you are off to Maine. Transportation, room, board and 
salary are provided. 
Bancroft participates .in college co-op credit programs. 
Qualified applicants should .send resume or apply in pers~m to 
the Empl9yee Relations.Department, Monday through ,Fnday, 
8:30 AM to 5 PM. 
in . various churches, mostly in 
New Hampshire. He went from · 
du.ties at Mary Hitchcock at 
Dartmouth to associat_e pastor - . · 
News waves7TheY'.;e the trends of today-:-in poli-
. tic.s, business, youth_; the economy- that affect 
· what's to come next month, next year, in the next 
decade. · 
News waves in U.S,News: We analyze them every 
week (before they make the headlines ~lsewhere) to 
keep you on .top of- and prepared for- what the 
future holds in store. . -
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. J 
and send in the coupon below. · 
D YES, _send me 23· weeks of 
U.S.News & World Repprt for only 
$7.97. I'll save 50% off the regular, 










School Name I 
Address - - --------- Apt. --- I 
City/State Zip --- -
Mail coupon to: ,. I · 
U.S.News & World Report . I 
2400 N St., N.W. _ 
u.s.News 
& WORLD R8PORT 
at Keene : _Then he moved to . 
Nathaniel Hawthorne College We Care 
. . . _ , _ _ . Washington, D.C. 20037 _ . ,:_ . : · · I 
·.· Listen for the News Bhmp, .onWUNHbrought to you -
1 . L _ --~.!L~~~~~d..B,e~u... - ___ _ __ . __ _ 
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S<:tnders said alt hp ugh UN H 
is closer tha'n ever to having the 
system under control, a recent 
article in · Foiters . Daily 
Democrat , was "'a bit . too · 
optimistic". 
According to Sanders, UNH. 
has been repairing the system 
and said it is a matter of "'fine . 
tuning" the machi.~er)' to 
prevent further breakdowns .. · 
· UN H is trying to cont.fol the 
heat by ·venting the, building, 
· .allowing cool · to e!:}_ter· the 
( continued fron:i page lJ 
. , . ~.,:. 
heating system and counter the Although fine tun_ing may 
. excessive heat. - · prevent further breakdowns in 
Librarian Donald Vincent · · the sys1em, . the final solution 
said in the Fosters article the will mean re-piping the 
overheating problems in the / building. Sanders said. 
building w~re the fault -of · The library's heating 
,occasional breakdowns in the problems began when UN H 
heating system. doubled the size of the original 
••1t's · a problem with the bu.ilding in the early 70's. 
chill.ing power," -Vincent said. Although the addition was 
"'We're pulling iµ as -much air b4ilt with its own heating ·and 
from the outside, but on warm cooling systems, they did not 
days it's warm in here." . mesh properly .with , .the older 
CARVERON SALE! 
building's heating system, 
Sanders said . 
Although UNH ·does not 
haVe any immediate plans to re- · 
pipe the library, t,1:te University 
is planning to vent some of the 
building's excessive heat into 
Conant Hall, which is now 
being renovated, Sanders said. 
Right now though, the 
library is s-till too hot for many 
students. 
""Ifs boiling ever~1time I've 
·been- th~ff," .. Linda Preston: 
BANG & OLUFSEN ON SALE! . Your-·6e~t ct,coice aUyear-to_ ~.ave on -
Tweeter's -tQp-quality ~o,ne ~,ereo; . 
car stere9 and video components~ 
Carver AM/FM stereo receiver wit~ super 8&0 1800 "no-knobs, one-touch" turnta-
digital tuner, 130 watts per cliannel - ble with B&O MMC-5 cartridge. Excellent 
awesome. $659 suspension system. $249 
Carver M-200T/C~2 preamp/power amp B&O TX tangentially-tracking computer- , 
combo - 200 INat:ts per channel. $639 controlled _turntable with B&O MMC-4, 
Carver C-9 s_oni_c bolography generator - cartridge, $495 
ad_ds on to your eurrent system, $199 BANG & OLUFSEN SYSTEM: B&O 
M- AXELL ON SALE•· . , . . · so· STAN ACOUSTICS 2000 AM/FM stereo receiver, B&O 2000 . , · . , KENWOODONSALE! ,. ·. I.Q . turntablewithB&b9artridge,B&.O~OOO 
Maxell UDXL II C-90 cassettes. · . · · Kenwood KX-31 cassette deck with soft- · ON SALE! · · stereo cassette deck with Dolby NR, B&O· . 
. _ . , · Two for $4.99 ,touch controls, Dolby NR. Nationally Sold _ ijoston,Acoustics A40 two-way acoustic 5-45 two-way speakers. Nationally Sold For 
Maxell UDXL II "S" C-90 cassettes . . - _For $180 _ . $139 ·, suspe1_1sio_n bookshelf speakers. Nationally $1,740 $1,495 
. · _ . - - $3,49 ea . Kenwood KR-920 AM/FM.stereo rec~iver, , Sold For $75 ea., .. .. " $68 - DENON ON SALE! . 
YAMAHA ON 'SALE! -~O watts ~MS per channel (0.05% dist9r: Boston Acoustic.s A60 twe-way acoustic · Denon DP~15F $emi-autoniatic turntable 
Yamaha P-200 semi-automatic turntable • tion), Nationally Sold For $260 ......_ -S209 .. ··',s~spension bookshelf speakers, Nationally with electronically contr9lled "servo tracer" _ 
with "optiA1um resona_nce" tonearm, SYSTEM BUY OF THE ~bid For :$lOO ea • : - · · $~9 tonearm. Nationally Sold For $199 $179 
Nationally Sold For $150 , $99. · DECADE I Boston, Acoust•cs A70 two-way acoustIc Denon DRA-300 AM/FM sweo receiver 
v. · · h. -K-200A' · d k - h " • _ ,suspension speakers - a Tweeter "best h b -
,ama®_{I _ . . - . ~~ssette ec wit ••· In 10 years of business, we've never otfe,red Dl/.Y'.,. Natio.r\ally Sold For $140 ea - $124 with ~i_gital pus - utton tuning, class ''A" o 
D~l~y . pe>1se reduct1011, soft-touch controls. _ , a better stereo for the money: Kenwo-od _ Boston Acoustic_s A100 11 two-wa a~plif!er, 33 w~tts RMS per channel (0.051/o ,NatlOnaJly S9ld Fo,r $240 $179· ... KA-31 amplifie~ 30 watts RMS per.channel· · fl •.· d' . . . Y . ; dtstort!on). Nat1onal_ly Sold_For $299 . $249 
Yama~a-K-30_0 two-motor c~ssette . -~- ;;- Kenwood KT-31 matching AM/FM stereo•~. : 0-~r-St~m tn9::sl:'eakers. NationaUy Sold ' . D!!no~ _DRA-400 AM/FM s!ereo receiver · 
dec_kw1t~Dol9y ~&C NR. Nationally Sold . -~, Juner, Kenwood KD-21Rsitmi-aur-dmatic ·· ·. F.(?r $l~_5 ~a :· .,_,_ ,. $169 with ~!g1tal push-button tuning'. class "A" 
For:._ $249; . . -- · ; . . $229, .·_, turntable with cartridge, K~11wood three-·.> _CAR·ST.ER.EO ON SALE! a~plif!er,.45 w~tts RMS p~r channel (0.02% 
Y~.!11~~a K~!?!;lO ~o-rnotor c~ssette ,.• - <"~. way floor-standing speakers~ ,· _ . ·.-. ,. . , Alpirie'7150 AM/Fl'y1 stereo cassette player d1stort1on). Nationally Sold For $399 $339 
de<;:fs_w~th polt?'t'.·~~C NR. Nationally Sold · - .~~ · ;., -,~ ONLY$399-.. · with auto-revers~. ·· · $149 .Denon DRA-700.AMiFM stereo receiver 
Fo_r:$29~ : · ~ ~<, _,;-· _. ~~9,_:- BOSE ON SALE-!· .. :_; ./. • '.-·<:- .. < Alpine ?1.62pigitalAM/FM stereo cassette with _digit~! push-button tuning, moving coil 
Vannah.~ R--~~ ~~lFfv1 stere_o receIV~f Wlt~~ Bose 301 direct-reflectind iw'-o:~wav. l:jook~ ~·':, :,play.er with ayti:>-reverse, · $239 cartn~ge !nput'. 60 watt~ RMS per channel 
pu~~~b_u,tton a_uto"sea~ch tu_ning, 25 _watts , _. shelf speakers, Natibl'lalfy Sold f'C>r . _ .. ,,,_ .. ,_ ., , . . Alpine 7.15~-A,M/FM steree cassette player (0.,0151/o d1stort1on), Nat1o~al!Y Sold 
per:c_lja~nel {fl:g1pJo d1stort1on). Nat1or:i~lly · , .. $390 pr , . - , '._ : ,- .• ·$288 .. ~with Doi ray B&C tiJ}t- ·· . $249 For $549 $459 
~old..F~~$~~-5 .. '"_:·_·- .. · ·, _ ~ $~19 . · Bose 601 direct-reflecting"'f19or:stan~i11g ~ · ·:,Alpine:?263 aigital AM/FM stereo cassette 
am.-, il t. ~O AM/FM ste.re? receiver with speakers. Nationally Sdld,•for $944-pr "$699 .- ptayer-.w1th 32,watt amp. -· $289 
g~t~h~~~~r(o~Jri:~~~~o1Xi~~r·J!i~~~~y . Bose 901 ~er-ies ~ 'dir~ct:ret-lecti_~~ :> .. , _·," A!pini?13~'J\l\11F_,tyl, stereo c~ssette player 
S~l5H'9r$335 I ~' _, - •• :.. . : $299 spe~kers w1th·eqLlallzer~ :tt=ie ongmc1I'.' -~ t '::'."tth d1g_1t?I ,tunr,ng, lite touch control key-
Yar,,aha R ... 7.O;AMiFM 'sforceo receiver . Nationally Sold ~~r $1,::37_5:pr ... · .. ,_:, _$.999. ___ lfoa~d, Dqlby NA_, .- $319 
~1th q(gitai p,LlSh;'qutt6n tuning,Y~n:iana NAKAMI.CHI ON $ALE! · '' >--· .. -Alp!ne_3006,3.6:w~ttcarp9weramp, ~59 
spatialexpansrol'l circuit.45watts per,chan- Nakamichi BX-1~pirofession I~ •"' l:t , , . ·~· . Alpn:iE!_-3.023 36fwatt ampR-band equalizer 
ne_l (0.0-1~% ?i~t?r:tipn),, Na,tionally So.Id . · · ~ , cassette __ dei;~with Do_lby NR,"ihl~~:-
I
' ~. _· . , -;,~AU.~lPINE CAR·SPEAkERs 2001c ~~~ 
For$4.65 .c,-., ··:,,,, · · :. ',,"'.-,: ,;, • $3,9°- tl:leylal,.t -~. ·: ~· ~ _;_, ... c , · $279 · . . · , . 0 • 
Ya~aha R-90AM/F-M stereo rec"iver with ·- Na.kamichi BX~2 professional:quality __ Keml!f.O_?d KRC-_2100 AIV!/FM stere? 
diI~_itaJ;J?ush~bu~on tur:iing~-Yamaha spatial : , cassette:deck with Dolby B&C ~H, While " ·, . cassette. player yv1tl:i_ P,Ush-~utton turnnij, 
exp_apsI_cin c1r~1,11_t, 70~atts:~er <:hannel - •they last , -.. •·. ._ ~ $3990: . ~NRCII NR. Nat1on~lly Sola For $259 $169 
(0.01%,.a_1~tort1011)_, Nat10.na.Uy Sol~ For $595 Naka•michi BX-150 professio·nai~ :. . .. , ,_ ,~enw.ood·K~C-~1~0 AM/FM stereo ca.s-
,1: ,~ -·· , · .- :~ 
0
~ • ' , _. $539 ' quality cassette deck with Dolby B&C NR, sette playerw.1th d1g1t~I push-button tuning, 
ADS ON$ALE_! -· . - . . ~er Nt:wh'RX 202 .. ' $479 J~~~fs~-~-~II-N~,-.Nat1onallySold $239 
A_D$ .. 47~V -two-'!"-_ay bo~~~helf speakers, ,. a amic 1- · • . cassette de~k w 1th , . Proto'1 202AAM/FM stereo cassette 
walnut"Vlnyl cabinet. NatLonally Sold . ·,. D_olby B&~.NR:, robot-atJto-revE;?_.rse_ meaha- .player with_ Scbot t ne Dolb NR $199 
F •. $!149 50' · · . . ' $134 · · rnsm 0New • , · $629 · ' - 2 u r, Y -
UN H junior said. ""It's too hot 
. to study, it puts me· to sleep." · --
··1t's always really warm ... 
there's no difference between 
this sem_ester and last," 
Lorrain~ ·Howard said. 
Other students said · the 
temperature was too warm at 
. times, but the heating problems 
h_ad cleared up a bit. 
•• It hasn't been to the -
~xtremes it was in the past," 
' Michael Farber said. -
VIDEO ON SALE! 
Maxell T-120 (VHS) or L750 (Beta) video-
cassettes. _ $7.99 
Maxell high grade T-120 or L750 vid-
eocassettes. - $9.9 
NEC VC-737E front-loading Beta-style 
video recorder features five-hour record 
time,.programmability, remote control. · 
$429 
NEC 7l8E Beta-style video recorder, sim-
ilar to 737E but with four-he·ao recordir-ig . 
.i;ystem for superb special effects. $56 
NEC 739E "beta hi fi" video recorder with 
superb sound systems, many features, -
. . $1,14 
NEC 190119-inch* color monitbrwith 
built-in stereo, remote control. 
NEC 2501 25-inch* color monitor with 
built-in stereo, remote contrpl. $769 
NEC PJ4000 one-piece rear-projection 
television with 40-inch* scr~en. $2,495 
Proton 619 19-inch* color monitor with 
built-in tuner, preamp, sound system. $749 
Proton.600t/600M 19-incht color mon" 
itor/tuner combination~ the best $995 
Kenwood KV-90~ VHS-style video . 
recor-der with four-head ·recordir-ig·system. 
many features. $629 
Kenwood KV-90~ VHS-_style video. 
recorder, similar fo KV-903 but with Dolby 
stereo sound. $7 
'!:M_easur.ecl. diagon11lly., 
0 ~ - • . _- ea . J: , · · , . ,~ ea N·"' k' .' -, . h-"RX · - , - - Proton22244-wattcarpoweramp. $119 
A[?S 780\IV th_ree-"."ay bookshelf speaker~, .-:- · a· !3mic 1 ., -~03 c_ass~!'.1~ d~k ~ like ALL .PIONEER CAR SPEAKERS 
w~ln_ut cabinet Nationalli•S?ld For . R?(-_20~ but vy1th c;i.<;Jyanced d1ffus~d. reso- •., 25% OFF . .,· . , 
520-Amherst St., Nashua 880-7300 




. • - • ·· ·. ' ·· ·· ~ · - --· , S · 'V • • 0 . · · · I two-way flush-mou,nt speakers. 
AP~ l:•~' two-way'bookshelf speakers, : NEL,L- . N SAL~! . , - , _Nationally Sold For $134.50 ea $109 ea 
.~t~~1qonyL R':;gi $200 ea . · • $149-· Sn~H:Typcr;J top-qu~lity two-w_ay., . - · , . ADS P-80 40-watt-per-channel car power 
'.t,:}l· i· _speak~rs. <-:. ·:-_ · :/ $249eaf; amp.Nafionalty'SoldFor$;259 $229 
.;/;fit• '·· ··Snell'"t:"ype Etop-quality ~b,wa,{ . · _; ";' ADS .P• 1~0 60-watt-per-channel car power 
.' ~!~/,. spe~keIB .•··•·• .. ·.· /~);~;i'.; ~~dmo,N,~MoallySold Fm $329 $289 
Mall of New Hampshire, Manchester 627-4600 
- r"v Run Mall, Newington 431-9700 
I 
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. original budget proposed by 
Governor John Sununu was a 
"sharp reduction,. from what 
was requested, said Haaland. 
Although a small increase 
was added to the final budget, 
after inflationary considera-
tions, the year's total amounted 
to level funding, with a 
"modest" three percent budget 
increase granted for 1984-85, 
according to Haaland. 
Other University income 
comes from endowrrient? and 
short-term investments. 
money will help pay for 
increases in theengineeringand 
computer science departments, 
although differential tuition for 
students in those majors will 
continue. Differential tuition 
will remain •comparabk to this 
year's, Haaland said, although 
·· he did not name aqy figures. · 
Along - with the increase, 
students can expect more 
books added to the library and 
new laboratory equipment, he 
said. 
( continued from page I) 
first part, add one or two more 
where needed~ ·and to look for 
additional dollars for hew · 
equipment. 
Haaland also discussed 
campus construction planned 
for this summer. He predicted 
that traffic problems, because 
work on Phase I I I of the energy -
project will put College Road 
out of commission. A new 
sewer line is also being installed 
on that road. 
moved from the other end. The B'arnes and Noble Inc . 
art department will move into "It . was not possible to 
the present fire statio•n continue . an operation that 
location. adds to the cost of the 
Conant Hall is also slated for University," he said, adding 
renovations this summer. The that he hopes it will be an 
building is being converted opportunit)' to provide more 
from a thi:ee story to a four resources for Dimond Library. 
story building.- The Bookstore incurred -a 
Haaland called the tuition 
increases "well within the range 
of what like institutions are 
doing." 
A,ccording to Haaland, 
guidelines for the second part 
. of the two-year budget pr:ocess 
includes a set of . guidelines 
requiring the administration to 
keep _faculty staff hired in the 
A new parking area for the 
Kari-Van· office will be 
constructed on Rte 155 by the 
Water Works: and the re-
construction of the south end 
of the S~rvice Budding will 
begin on the fire station can be 
No date has been set for the $100,000 loss last year. 
ground-breaking ·· of the new Haaland said the $400,000 in 
$15 million Science and inventory' at the UNH 
Engineering Center to be built Bookstore will go into a '"quasi-
on the_ present Kari-Van site, endowment" so that · if the 
but •it is expected to begin in· contract with Barnes · and 
mid-winter 1984-851. Noble · d6esn't work out as 
. Haaland al~o -otfered a brief expeeteo; the University will 
. explanation for the contracting have the resources to go ·back 
out o(_B_srnkstore operations to _in!Q,_business. -
He sai<.l the: udditionul 
--------HAALAND-------
< contipued from page 3) 
· interim chairman of the 
Undergraduate Genera,I 
Education Committee, the new 
requirements are designed to 




The new requirements will 
affect only incoming freshmen 
and transfers. Everyone else 
will graduate under the present 
requirements. Wrightsman 
said that · the three year 
transition between require-
ments should help to make the 
academic environment 
stronger than it has been in the 
past. 
man fee) that .the problem of 
education may be more simple 
than "A Nation at Risk" 
implies. 
A ca d e m i c s u.c c e s s i s , 
ultimately, up to • the student. 
-Perhaps the requirements will 
help to change the priorities of 
students at UN H. 
The re4uire·ments include 
freshman English. one course 
in_ quantitative analysis. thr~c 
science __ courses. one course 111 • 
historical perspectives, !'crniign 
culture and fine arts. two 
comses in social sciences and 
·phil<)sophical perspectives, and 
c,rnc course in literature. 
The idea is to give the 
students a · taste of culture, or of 
math, or of anything else they 
miuht have avoided under the 
p r~se n t ge !.1e.ra_l ed uca ti.on 
But Haaland and Wrights-
Perhaps, in Wrightsman's 
words, there'll be a little less 
part~. ,n~ on Thursda;, nights. 
-----HOURS~~-- ----
l continued from page I) 
200 students must use the 
.library b_etween the hours of 5 
pm and 7. pm on Saturdays. 
Monday-Thursday. 8- am - · 
midnight: Friday, 8 am -9 pm: 
_!·e4uircmefl \ s. W.rigbtsman :,, The lj_Qrary _b9ur.s are now: 
Saturday, IO am - 7 pm: and 
~unday, L9 am-- •mjdnight. 
I 
I 




HUDDLESTON 24-HOUR GIUIET FLOOR 
SMITH HALL INTERNATIONAL CENTER 
EATON HOUSE CREATIVE ARTS 
HALL HOUSE OUTD00R EXPERIENTIAL LIVING 
MARSTON HOUSE- INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT 
RICHARDSON HOUSE . POLITICAL AWARENESS 
~ ' 
SACKETT HOUSE PHYSICAL AWARENESS 
. WOODRUFF HOUSE · ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 
**********~******** 
Information and Applications Available· from 
t 







AND THE DEAN OF STUDENT'S OFFICE 




Throu!{h Feb. -25th 
Durham Bike, 868-5634 
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moving furniture, and particles 
may be dislodged." 
The risk level determines . 
whether the material will be 
removed or encapsulated. 
.. Encapsulation involves 
using a pafot-t~1pe product that 
encloses material and bonds 
with it,". Ca reno said. '"The 
material cannot penetrate the 
' paint." 
Three buildings at UN H 
were found to be in the high 
risk category, requiring 
removal. Asbestos materials 
were removed from M cla ugh-
lin Hall in , 1982, and will be 
removrd from Christensen and 




• 5~ /'vlain.St.. 
Durham 
ll/J tjze swirs het11·ee11 
Classic Cune & Red Carpel 
flours: l'vl• Jf·• F · 9-6 
Saturdar 9-! 
XM-1025 
Randall and Hitchcock 
Halls, determined to be in the 
medium-risk· category, had 
materials ·encapstflated _over the. 
summer of 1983. 
All other residence and 
dining halls were given a clean 
bill of health, according to 
Miller. 
The · removal process 
requires that buildings be 
sealed, with an airlock for 
workers to enter and exit by. 
Workers wear disposable 
clothing and inasks with filters, 
so that particles of asbestos are 
not carried ' in and out of the , 
building. 








( continued from page 1) 
containing asbestos, then 
remove it. placing it in double-
sealed bags, then steel drums. 
'"During removal, dust is 
bound to become airborne," 
Miller said. "The air can be 
sample'd to find particles, and _ 
must be cleaned until all traces 
of asbestos are gone. Once the 
building is clean, it can be 
reopened." 
To determi'ne which 
corporation w4s responsible 
for installing the hazardous 
material, the original building 
specification plans must be 
examined, a·ccording to 
Carena. 
"When we are aware of a 
prohlem, then,'we do research 
to find out what product was 
specified, and by whom was it 
used," Careno said. 
This research is passed on to 
Flygare's office, for inclusion in 
evidence gather:ed from 
asbestos investigations on all 
USNH campuses 
Flygare said the investiga-
tion is "a precautionary step to 
preserve our rights if assets of 
the installing companies are 
not enough to cover the costs of 
removal." 
The two largest corporations 
involved in the installation· of 
asbestos materials on USN H 
campuses are Johns Manniville 
and National Gypsum. 
Johns Mannville is "in 
receivership," meaning that the 
company·s assets are being held 
as trust property in bankrupt-
C" 
.1 :.But even in that condition. 
their assets are substantial-
over $ I billion," Flygare said. 
"It's just a question of how 
many claims will be filed on 
that $1 billion," Flygare s,;i.io ; 
"That's -one reason why we 
want . to be ready to get our 
claims in early." 
The -firm of Brown and 
Nixon is handling asbestos 
investigations for the city of 
Manchester as well, enabling 
the UnviversitySystem to share 
legal expenses with the city. 
-------COMMONER-------
Jackson holds the. potential for 
change. 
Commoner said Ronald 
Reagan operates on two 
'"simple" beliefs . . 
The first, he said, is that it is 
good for the rich to become 
richer, thus explaining his 
whole economic policy~ . 
The second is that the way 
for the U.S. toy deal with a 
disagreement' \vith another 
country is through force, 
Commoner said. 
"This offic..'tH' ha~ ~Sel>ill'.ilhe~-
m o ·st b Io o d s he d s I n c.e · 
Vietnam," he said. 
Before Jackson entered the. 
< continued from page 4) 
However, Jackson has been 
able tq meet -Reagan on the 
moral levels- he operates on, 
Commoner explained, addin'g 
that the Illinois candidate 
opposes all of Reagan's social 
and f9reign policies. ,, _ 
Commoner said Jackson 
feels the best way to deal with 
problems is through negotia-
tion, as exemplified by his 
mission" to Svria · i·n which' he .. 
successfully .1 ne'gotiat~d the 
r _e I ea s_e of . Lt. Robe.rt 
Goodman. 
"Why can't we be friends 
with the Soviet Union rather 
than enemies?" Commoner 
said, adding that this question 
needs to . be asked, if not 
answered. 
Commoner attributed 
JacksoQ 's ability to identify 
with people to his modest 
background. 
"He sees through the eyes of 
the poor," Commoner said, 
saying · that Reaga·n, , in • 
contrast, sees through the eyes 
of the rich. "Jesse Jackson 
speaks as a black from the a....... 
black experience." 
) 
'Co mm 6 her, •w·h o h a'·s· . 
participated in man)1 
movements and raJ!i-es, 
including ones at Seabrook. 
has also run for presiden-.!_,in the 
past. · 
presidential race, (ommoner 
said he was convinced there 
wasn't a Democrat able to '"get 
into the ri.ng ,with Reag~n." ~===============-~-~ 
.SA-E ·cR·EATES ALL 




Wednesdaf 8:00-10:00 . 
. 2~ Madbury l{d . . 
. . . . : . 
.._ ______________________________ ,.... 
SUMMER JOBS WITH SPECIAL. 
POPULATIONS 
EASTER SEAL ACHIEVEMENT 
CENTE·R 
NEW DURHAM, N .. H. 
•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•: 
Camp Counselors and Program Directors ·are 
needed for a reside!Jtial camping program 
for physically handicapped, developmentally 
disabled and emotionally involved children. 
Cha{H!roties are needed .fc>r a unique al!ernati,·e ,·acation 
programjcH mild(r rewrded adult.,·; 
Food Ser\'ice Director." Cooks. kitchen Ass,·iswms, and 
Registeted Nurses we also needed. 
~. ) 
Salary, Room, Board, A cc idem and l'Vh>diml ln~\'lll'ann', and 
an Olli standing experience irith a great team <~/ people. 
M _ore information at Campus Placement Office or 
- .... 
write or call: 
T>irector -
Camping a1ul /,e1sure ._\'e1Tices, Dept. IO I, 
I 3 Lexingwn i)ri,·e, l.aconia, NII 03246 
603-5 24-?5_';_~ l 
, · i:::s .. · .......... ·.; ._ ......... _. ._ ........ =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=- ___ ._:_:_:_:_-__ ·_:_._: __ -=-=-•,•-=-=-=-=-=- _: __ :_:_ :~=~ 
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thi? process is much more intellectual energy~ so I tap in 
effi.cient. than the -currently on that," he said. '-In some -
popular aerobic exercises, contexts, you might tap in on 
which deplete the blood sugar, the energ~' of athletes, and that 
thus raising the appetite. - energy is not intellectual, that's 
'-This is not aerobic. There's more the. energy of perfor-
no oxygen debt built up. It's mance." 
just a consta.nt, steady fire, not Economos can never predict 
a . blast furnace," Economos how a workship will run, 
said. '"Nutritionists call it becal!se the format depends on 
thermogenetics, and you don't the energy coming from the 
have the rollercoaster of 'blood group. 
sugar up, blood sugar down."' Econom_os is teaching a 
Economos believes this slow MU B mini-course in T'ai Chi. 
combustion of energy applies He-- describes · this group's 
to the sexual energy generated energy as .. powerful - people 
by T'ai Chi, akin to Freud's · get right into .doing the work. 
libido. _ They stay for -two hours~ and 
'-lf the se~ual energy were they doh't falter through the 
overpowering, like aerobics, whole thing." 
you'd be :5cc1tte1·ed i111 over tht ''It's impo:-s~ibk: not to_gel the 
place, swamping yourself in hang of it if you can move at 
singles bars~" he said. all," Economos said of the T'ai 
Economos said "a constant Chi movements, adding that 
burn of sexual energy" is more the physical work may invol_ve 
efficient because it "gets muscle or back pain. 
direction of other people." - Tlie worst problems ,are 
"You're not · crazy in love students who bring bad 
with everybody you meet, you attitudes to workshops - "the 
-just sort of like them," he need for instant gratification." 
e_xplained. The mastery of T'ai Ch1, 
T'ai Chi differs from other Economos said, ·1ies in the 
Eastern disciplines, such as disciplines needed for lifetime 
yoga, because th~re are no - daily practice. He practices the 
preset movements to memorize entire form of T'ai Chi for an 
or mimic. Economos says he hour every morning, and in the· 
_doesn't teach his patterns of afternoon dwring ~the summer, 
movement, he ·:provides the when the sun sets. 
context in which people T'ai Chi practice is part of a 
d i~c_over what their own daily two hour morning routine 
onginal movement is." consisting · of breath.ing 
Economos approaches each exercises, Za -Aen meditation, 
group of students differently, and the T'ai Chi movements. 
using whatever energy he Economos~compliments this 
det~cts in the group. dai-ly discipline with what he 
"For example, in universi-- says is "an eclectic diet": 
ties, students come with lots of ·;1 don 't -: recommend . this for 
( continued from page 3) 
anybody bl,lt myself. l~'s a 
cleansing diet. I e·ai: fruit 0nce in 
the morning, and once in the 
evening," he said. "fo between l · 
have a heavy meal that 
gener~tes heat to keep me 
warm in the wintertime." 
He avoids meat,_ fish, fowl, 
and most dairy products, 
except for ice cream con~s. 
"Anna·belle's is too tempting," 
he said. •• And now they have 
Haagen-Daaz there, too." 
Economos' concern for the 
workings of his body contrasts 
with the ten-year period during 
-the late sixties when he taught 
at the University of Illinois in 
Chicago ar:id experimented 
with drugs ··on a very,. very 
cxtren1e level." 
- Eonomos said he sampled 
-hallucinogenics, such as acid, 
to find "a way of tapping into" 
himself. 
"What ever cobwebs or 
insects you had creeping 
around, fears in your mind, 
became magnified,'_' he 
explained. "You could -look at 
them in detail." 
Economos compared his , 
analytical observation of the 
• experience with the way drugs 
are used today. · 
"They're used the way 
alcohol- is used," Economos 
said, "as a kind of recreational 
tool, like a snowmobil~ -
som~thing to .,1 add a little bit 
more fun to what's going on." 
: Economos re-lac'ed the 
excitement of drugs with 
Eastern disciplines~ enabling 
him to continue "to live on the 
edg~." _ 
•~That edg_e_,_ is s_pontaneous, 
exhilirating, and very scary - acupressure, trancendental 
it's · the · scariness of choice, - meditation and various yoga 
looking over the edge of the dis.ciplines. While in Chicago, 
Grand Canyon, and knowing where he learned T'ai Chi, he 
there's nothing that separates · was a member of Arica, an 
you from the bottom except for organization designed to study 
yourwillnottokillyourselfat mystical, Oriental; and 
this moment," he said. Western traditions, practices 
Economos fourid the same that fathered the human 
· edge in travel, which · he spent potential movement of the 70's. 
five years doing, after · The39year-oldphilosopher 
completing underg·raduat'e does not claim to be a devotee 
work in philosophy at the of all of these desciplines . . 
University of New Hampshi-re·,- "I've spent a lot of time doing 
and Graduate studies at the research, and the only way you 
Universit::(ofMichigan. can do research is to immerse 
.. I travelled to""Europe, and - yourself in it," Economos said. 
spent some time in parts of the "I've experienced, and taken 
world that I felt involve,d a what I need from each 
sense of this 'old tradition'," tradition;,; 
Economos said. "I ',Vent to Thoush - the native of 
Greece, hung around in the old Waltham, _ Massac·husetts, 
oracle areas in the mountains. ( questions whether he belongs 
wen{ to Peru, the Adnes, in California, _ he has no 
Mexico - places · that the complaints about the generally 
Indians considered sacred and conservative New England , 
mystical." attitude. 
· .. Typically, most people in "Again, it's a certain kind of 
this country who learn the energy that l 've learned to tap 
martial arts learn them from into," Economos said. "I have a 
American Orientals," lot i·n common with . these 
Economos said ... Iri T'ai Chi, people - I grew up in Dover, 
this is especially so, because New Hampshire, went to 
there a.ren 't any masters, ,Dover High School and 
hierarchies, or black belts. The UN H." 
true masters aren't available. "I still am that person," 
They live in the mountains of ·Economos continued. "I still 
China, and very few people find have an interest in hot rods and 
them." just sort of carousing. and 
Economos does not consider hanging out on street corners: 
himself either a teacher or a So I know -how people feel 
master of T'ai Chi. when they come ·at me with, 
"1 'm simply passing on what 'that's a lot of weird stuff.' I 
I - know, and I make no know how that feels, and that-'s 
pretensions about being of the -the first step towards tapping in 
,old master's statu-s." ~t.:ONOMOS, page 22 ·-· 
: Economos has also studied 
-:;., .. -~ ~ ·......-·.:: 
) .~, ·.:._<.-:-· ~• . .. 
( :arnlitlah•:-- 11111!-il attt-ncl an~ of tlu-i-;t• i111t-rei-;t i-;t•!-i!-ilOll!-i 
for appl it·al io11!-i a·1ul in formation: 
Sumlay, February 7 9 Jessie Doe Lounge 7-00 p.rn. 
Monday, February 20 Devine Main Lounge 7:00 p.m · 
Tuesday, February 2 7 Hubbard Lounge 7:00 p.m. 
! 
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Studyin' Time 
Someone at the U niversitv of New 
Hampshire has begun to pay att~ntion to the 
study habits of students. 
Hampshire . Opinion Survey. -The survey 
_ showed that students devote 40_ hours in a 126-
hour week to studying. 
space to be inadequate. Dean Sanborn believes 
part of the study space problem is telling 
students where the available study space is 
On Feb. 6, Dean of Student Affairs J; Gregg 
Sanborn, presented a report to the Academic • 
Senate concerning the use, amount_ and 
availability qf study space at UNH. The report 
also discussed student study habits. Noted 
were facts about where and how often students 
Study . 
Attention to studying and study habits has 
been long overdue. What' else would be the 
pnmary concern of both students and faculty 
at a University? 
; located. University officials cannot argue, 
however, with the fact that the Dimond 
Library is often overdowded. 
Also, the University Librarian Donald E. · 
Vincent. distributed a survey to library student 
assistants to see if the students agreed with the 
results · of a University System of New 
Despite the ·tardiness of the attention, it 
should l>e L:unu'ncndcd. It i:-s irnportant that at 
~1east the University is noticing both study 
habits and the use of study ·space. 
This recent attention to the topic of studying 
has shown the· availability of student study 
Perhaps the attention that the 
administration is paying to studying will result, 
in exte nded libnH·v h o urs o r other viable 
solutions to an apparent lack of study space. 
Both students and the· University as a whole 
can only benefit from such action. 
- -Brian J. Couturier 
Letters 
Shaines 
lo the Editor: 
In response to Mr. Stuart N. 
Shaincs' letter of Feb 10: Dear Mr. 
Shaines: 
One can easily forgive .your 
writing style and your embarrass-
ing, use of the la nguagc ( for 
example. by the end of the firsi 
paragraph it is difficult to 
understand whether YOU or 
someone else is the editor-in-chief 
of The New Hampshire). 
However. a sentence such as 
your second one which reads 
"Trust must be sought and when 
coupled with opinion be presented 
as evidence to support ,i theory." is 
surely an example of the muddled 
thinking reflected by your letter. 
. Really. Mr. Shaincs. would ) ' OU 
hope that all graduates of t-he 
University s y stem express 
themselves iin such cogent terms? 
What. docs this sentence mean'!'!'! 
But to get to the point: Ca~ling 
for the "dismissal" of a student 
because he or she writes something 
you don't agree with smacks of 
totalitarianism . You might have 
called -for her_ "resignation". but 
"dismissal" rcuuircs that some 
authorit'./ from on high ( perhaps 
you and the trustees . ch, Mr. 
Shaincs'!) wa\\'e a wand ~ind the 
voices of dissent go silent. 
You. as a member of the Boara 
of Trustees of a free U nivcrsit:, 
S)'Stcm. should be the guardian of 
the rights of all citizens to express 
themselves - WHETHER OR 
NOT THEY .AGREE WITH 
YOU!! 
Please. Mr. Stuart N. Shaines, 
do the Uoivcrsity. the US 
Constitution. and the State of New 
H_ampshire a favor:: Go back to 
sclling_shirts and tics. I 'II bet you're 
good at it. 
And if for some reason . you 
choose the wrong color or size. I 
- hop, for your sake there\ no one 
W a i t i n g t O C a 11 f O r s· 0 LI r 
"dismissal". 
It\ a sad fact of life that those 
asked to serve on a Univcrsii', 
Board of Trustees arc usual!) 
chosen not for their wisdom but 
for other reasons. 
Jerry Rooney 
Fpping. NH 
To the Editor: 
I must comment. briefly, on the 
remarks made by Trustee Stuart 
Shaincs -in · Friday's Ne H· 
Hampshire. 
As a student journalist myself. I 
know how difficult it is to get Mr. : 
Shaincs, or anv other trustee. to 
clarifj, the deci;ions often released 
late or in a haphazard manner of 
the Board. This. · combined with 
-the-- fact that several decisions are 
made over the summer (Kari-Van. · 
for instance. is discussed e,ich July 
and August) leads to a feeling that _ 
the Board of Trustees does n c-l t 
listen long enough to the student 
bod\. 
We all know the opposition to 
the appointment of a si~gle student 
trustee. (vetoed 3 times by Mer 
Thompson) anc.h know how 
intimidating it cari· be to face the 
full Bbard and state the opposing 
point t<) the view of th,c majority . 
We all know how hard it is to get 
all the facts, on time. in time and 
accurately. · 
Mr. Shaines must realize the 
role of The NeM' Hampshire as an 
· organ for the entire UN H student 
bod y: he must realiz~ that so lo.ng 
as a mysti4ue of silence continues 
to surround the Board of Trustees 
supposition will. at times. replace 
accurate reporting. The fact that 
the editorial was basically ' 
accurate. if a little pointless. is 
secondary . 
You and your paper arc in this 
business to teach students to write 
and to take stances. Mr. Shaines 
should be in business to inform 
UN H of facts which can improve 
communication and help this 
University grow. The fact that The 
Ne l,,\' Hampshire went awry 
because of a lack of communica-
tion is as much The Board of 
Trustees' fault as yours. 
Nobody should resign and this 
_matter should be used to improve 
communication on all sides. 
Chris Fauske 
Editor, Commuter Acl\'C>cate 
Danee-a-thon 
To the Editor: 
Ha\ing participated in thh past 
weekend\ 7th Annual Het1el Hall 
Dance-a - thon at the l/NH 
campus. we han' numerous 
spon;.;ors to thank in the Seacoast 
area. They all helped us to raise 
$1.166.60 for the National Kidne;, 
Foundation of Nn, Hampshire 
and deserve much thanks and 
recognition. In Durham: The 
Dur:ham Bank, Federal Sa\ings 
Barik. Uppercut. Hairworks 
Unlimited. The Durham 13-ook 
Exchange, Young\ Restaurant. 
The Bagc.lr:_; , DurMm Copy, and 
Karl\ . In Dmcr: Robbin\ AUlo , 
Parts. Seacoast Sa\ inl!.'s. Asi.,( 
Restaurant-. S .O. Sundc:n. Bod\'. 
Shop Fitness C\-nlL'r, Dmcr Drug. 
Fisher Moran Willoughby Clancy 
& White, Ci & Ci EnlL'rprises, 
Jacob\ Deli. In Towne Motel. 
Hannon\ Restaurant. Bob\ CiulL 
and Hang-Ups. In Portstnouth: 
MarplL' Associates. Sh,t"nle1, 
Realtors .. and 'Atlantic Vide,~. · · 
We had a long and tiring48 hour 
obstacle and with these businesses' 
help we tackled it. Thank \ ou! 
Chris Matcl{dosk, 
Peter Donma~1 
To the Editor: · 
Ir you \,\ant to \ ote in the New 
Hampshire Presidential Priman, 
and I lirl'.L' \ ou to do so. tlic 
deadline i""or \Oler registration is 
Saturda\ h-hruan IX. 
T,o register to \ ~1te ) ou must go 
to ) our tm\ n or cit; clerk and fill 
out a \Oler re12istration card. You 
ma v be asked ~to sho\\: · 
() Proo! of age ( birth certil'icate) 
and 
2) Proo! ol citizenship (e.g. 
naturalilation papers) and '., ou 
ma\· also he asked to show: 
J\-J>rool ol residence (somethinl'. · 
that sho"'~ J our NH address e.g~. 
mail addressed to) ou at) our NH 
reside?1ce). 
No ro11·1111Itl_l' de11_1· _1·ou the right 
ro I ·01e .,il/lf)/_1· hccause _l"<>ll lul\'l' 
not />aid a residence ta.,· in _1·our 
ru11 ·11 . II tknicd the right to \ ote 
simpl~ bL'GtUSL' ~-ou han' not paid a 
residenCL' ta\ ,our l0\,\11 is 
\iolaJing the la\\ . il:.ou are denied 
acces~ to the hallo!. ca ll me right 
· awa2 at 529-2409 or 625-1984. 
Voting is a right_ guaranteed to'.) ou 
under the Constitutivn ai1d ) OU 
must not allo"' an:, tftrn n to_ tah-
a\.\a\ that ri12ht. 
sZrn1c or-;,, OU think that : our 
vote dOL'S ;1ot · count: \ ou arc 
wron12. John Kenned\ \\on the . 
elccti~rn in 1960 b) o,;e \Ole per 
precinct. Y ()Ur \·ote can be that ork 
\ ote. 
I urge ·; <Ht to register now and 
\ Qli: ,in Fehruan 28. 
· · · J. Macl.cllan 
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Sometimes the cards aren't 
'- -
Worth a dim.e ... 
I 
· If you don't lay 
. , 
them down. 
· Write for the .FORUM! 
. Don't fold yoitr han,d when 
. 
· · ex pressing yourself. 
' . 
Contact Jeff Wescott 
or Brian Couturier, _ 
\. 
,, 
MUB Rm 151 or call 862-1490 
~ 
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This·. weekend 
\· - ·. 
, - iit the MUD, Pub ... 
Comm.uters: . 
~ · Friday,' February 17th 
:--~~-:-----~ ~  , -, . sounds Good 




Admission only 50<r ! 
Saturday, February .18th 
Become· a Student Se-nator! LOU Miami I The KozmetlK 
With SD8Cial · guest: JUdU'~ Tinl) Head 
,. Student Senate is looking for l O commuter senators . 
· for the remainder of the academic year. 
' ' __,,, 
· · •· Great opportunity for future positions. ·-~'°". 
• For ~ ·~re information and an application come to , 
· the Student Senate Office -Room 130 MU B. 
~·~•. · ~-~~i . 
. · _Both events_ spon·sored ~y MUSO 
UN~ ID/Proof of age required 
. THE DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE HAS 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE .FOR NEKT VEAR 
THE SOON TO BE COMPLETED UNDERGRADUATE 
--APARTM~NT·-corv,PLEX IS NOW ACCEPTH~JG APPUCATIQNS FOR 
THE 1984-1985,ACADEMIC YEA~. ALL STUDENT~ .\/YHO WILL 
. BE OF FULL-TIME JUNIOR OR SENIOR STATU$.IN A FOUR -
YEAR PROGRAM ARE ELIGIBLE FOR HOUSING. · 
--EAcH uN1t ·oEsiGNED -·i=oR occuPANcY BY FouH 1ND-1\,1DuALs*;· . 
WILL INCLUDE _:: All UTILITIES, LIVING ROOM FURNITURE, A FULL 
KITCHENi' BEDH0·01vf FURNITURE, PLUS AccEs·s To-A FULL-FUNCTION ·. 
·, COMMUNITY BUILDING. 
·APPLY now 
APPL:.ICATIONS AVAILABLE AT: APPLl~ATION DEADLINE - . 
THE DFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE - ·FEBRUARY 17; 1984 -
PETTEE HOUSE} 862;_212Q _ . . . __ . 
*'STUD,ENTS AB·E, ENCOLJRA9ED TO APPLY .IN. GR'oups· OF FOUR 
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Arts,& Features 
Eight piece Sex · Execs have fun at Pub 
By Liam O'Malley 
"I Must Have Fun," a quote 
from the Sex Execs"'( Want to 
Liv·e," ~urns up their 
philosophy of music and stage 
show, which they presented tci 
UN H this Friday at the, MU B . 
Pub. . 
The Sex Execs, riding on the . 
success of their latest single · - : 
"My Ex" 8/ W "Ladies Man" 
(#2 on WUNH), were greeted 
by over 100 people. Although 
the ·,hnw ,t:sirtPd l;.ite> clue to 
delayed soundchecks, .The Sex 
Execs got the dancers moving 
.immediately with a bouncy 
opener from theirEP, "Martini 
Time." · -
The eight member band 
features a lead singer and _ a 
three man ·s3'.xaphone lineup. ., 
The most prominant member 
of. the band is lead singer 
Walter Clay. His deep, relaxed 
voice is often the- orily _distinct _. 
feature of the band's sound. 
With so man'y instruments 
playing in unison, no one is 
particu-larly emphasind. and \ 
this results in the smooth, full 
sound of a total band •effort. 
The songs are dance 
orientated, homongenized 
r.<? __ Ij£.Q.! e q, , h, q !TI. o gen i z e_d 
rock, and funk influences. The . 
lyrics deal mo·stly with a fun: · 
"let's party" attitude with a 
little off the wall humor thrown 
in. 
Two-thirds of the saxaphone section of the Sex Execs playing at the MUB Pub Friday night. (Scott Young photo) 
Clay ·· and - -the band - were 
enthusiastic, energetic an·d 
funny throughout the night, 
with Clay often joking with the 
audience and introduc.ing 
songs with puns. The first 45 
minute set was a rocking, fast-
paced dance set climaxing in _ 
the nearly instrumental "Se.x 
Train," a wall of noisefeaturing 
There were no real standout 
songs until they ·played "My 
Ex" and a charged up "Ladies 
Rob llope trio ,plays ,MPC 
a driving beat and train whistle 
horns. 
The second set, simulcast on 
W U N H , w a s s i m i I a r 1 )' 
danceable, - but seemed 
somewhat more su,bdued. 
-Man." · 
Both sets suffered - from a 
tendency to have uptempo but 
mediocre songs carry the 
weight until the knockout 
finales were , reached. • 
Johnny A. opened the _ 
evening with a tight set of 
countr_y / gf1rage rock. One 
problem was that the band 
could go from laid back Dire 
Straits . style picking to 
_excessive soloing in a cover of 
the Kinks' "I Gotta Move." 
By Eric M. Heath 
The Rob Hope jazz tr"io 
brought .hot swinging music to 
Durham's Mill Pond Center 
Thursday night. 
1={opc's trio performed in the 
Center's hayloft turned theater 
to .a small audience seated in 
the intimate cabaret stvle. 
Hope, an accomplished j;u 
pianist. along with bassist Mike 
Cahill and - Frank. Fuller on 
drums, presented two sets of 
The ff.ob H9pe !rio brought ,ja-zz to the Mill Pond Center· Friday night. (Jim MiHard _photo) 
Hope's original works. 
Beginning the first set wi'th 
"No Blues'~ and a lushly . 
comped "My Romance", Hope 
was accompanied by Cahill's 
warm walking ba~s lines, Hope 
brought to each song a kind .of 
informed sentimcritalit~' which 
places l)im several cut; above 
the average piano man. who 
walks through such tunes each 
night. 
_The trio's probing, 
wonderfully caressing "Misty" 
brought sophisticated affection 
to a tune which has taken much 
abuse since it · was written . 
.. Misty" enjoyed not only 
Hope's insightful chord 
progressions but also phrasing 
from Cahill's bass that would 
be a credit to the finest of blues 
singers. 
The first ·set closed with a 
medley headed by a marvelous-
ly- slap-happy rendering of "In 
A Mountain Greenery". It was 
followed by "When.The Saints 
Go Marching In" during which 
·Hope directed the veritable 
choir. oJ his fingertips, and 
which featur"ed a nice cut-time 
finish. The set ended with the 
funkiest "Battle Hymn ... " yet 
to hit thG streets . 
Hope opened the second set 
with a . solo ' offering of his•· 
"Orocus. Blossom" which 
· surprisingly took him a while to _· '. 
warm up _ to. He ended the tune 
by -gently plucking the strings _ · 
of the piano in an expressive ; 
and touching application of the 
technique. In this .~et, Hope · 
again took a ~ sophisticated ~: 
_ appt_oach to an . -unkempC': _ 
. standard . In "Gforgia" he ;> 
. added -a unique tou,c;h of earthy\- : 
om.niscience, and fnjoyed the- ~. · 
melodicallv inven-tive bass lines ·, 
of Mike C;hill. <'-- :\: _ 
The set contim1ed wth Miles .. 
Dav_is' beautiful "All Blues" ,;· 
and closed with Hope's "Waltz ·J 
For - Laurie".He .· dis-played .: t 
much more immediate warmth ~t 
than he had in "Crocus 't 
Blossom". :T 
Hope, ·· ·cahill, and Fuller. ?L-
" d i s p I a y e d g e n' e r a 11 v , i L :J _  
_ som~what sporadically, a ttght.] : 
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Jerry (James Huston), Emma (Donna Sorbello) and Robert 
(Will Lyman) in a scene .from Betrayal currently running at 
Theater bv the Sea until March 10 . 
.Pinter's 'Betrayal opens 
· By Consuelo C::origreve voice contains the exact .tone of ' 
Betrayal by Harold Pinter. amusement and dry wit to fit 
At Theater by the Sea until the . dialogue. The · scenes 
March 10. Directed bv Richard contai.ning him are the best. His 
E. Hughes and starring Donna conversations ·with Jerry are· 
Sorbello, James Huston, Will hilarious just by the way he 
· Lyman and Scot! - Severance. 1 ·asks seemi'ngly unfunny 
Set design by Bob· Phillips. questions and makes them 
Theater by the Sea presents laughable by the ~nflections in 
an over a I I~ f id; t r a t-e his voice. · · ' 
presentation of Hamid Pint_er's · When Robert discovers the· 
Betrayal. The stagecraft is betrayal while vacationing in 
ingenious and set changes are Venice with Emma, the 
i_ntegra ted in to the play, emotionless veneer comes 
drawing applause for its down and the pain surfaces. 
inventiveness. ; When Emma tells him she and 
Betra)al is about Jerry · Jerry have been having an 
· (Hus ton), his best friend affair for five years, Lyman's 
1 · Robert (LyinanJ and Robert's bod;1 language shows how 
"" wife Emma (Sorbello). _ Je rry crn:shcd he ' i:s. 
and Etnma are having an affair The scenes between Hus ton 
that Robert is aware of because and Sorbello arc the weakest. 
Emma told him about it. Jerry The third sce_ne of the play is 
doesn't know that Robert the break up of their affair, 
knows. The pla); begins in 1977 - They don't · seem like real 
and works backwards to 1968. · people, the nerv_ousness and 
Si.nee the audience already awkwardness that the sce·ne 
knows how the affair ends, it's · requires seems compromised 
all the more poignantto see the · by the actors, making ~he scene 
stages it goes through. feel staged. 
Will Lyman is . superb a_s Likewise, the scene in which 
Robert: He is detached and · 'they start . the affai.r is 
emotionless for . the primary unconvincing. Jerry drunke_nly 
. part of the play, wryly asking tells · Emma how beai:1tiful she 
Jerry to play squash. Lyman's is, but the way he ~lurts out the 
·compliments almost makes ir · 
seem tongue-in-cheek when he 
should be baring his soul to 
ht;r. But · they do have some 
cheerful and bright ·scenes in 
the flat they've rented for their -
/ "quick lunches." · · 
The play was two hours long, 
shorter then most TBS · 
productions . It consisted 
primarily of . three actors, 
although there was another 
part~ that / Qf a waiter in an · 
Italian restaurant, well done by 
Scott Severance. The length 
was perfect for the small cast. 
An·y longer and it might have 
..._ gotten tedious. ' .. 
· Initial-Iv the stage seems to · 
consist of nothing, but black 
platforms and benches. But as 
the audien-ce learns in the eight 
scene changes, the platforms 
hide inner compartments that 
.reveal bedclothes, f urni~hings, 
and amazingly, a couch with 
cushions , end _ lamps and 
bookcases. The couch received 
delighted applause.-
Betraval at Theater bv the 
Sea is- a f~ne performan~e . of 
Pinter's fascinating play. The 
strengths overpower the 
weaknesses and it is enjo)1able. 
. Nd 'yucks. in Yuppie HandhOOk 
By Gwen Gardner 
The Yuppie Handbook, 
nonfktion by Marissa Piesman 
and Marilee Hartley, published 
.-_by Long Shadow Books, $4,95. 
The Yuppie Handbook, a 
state of the art manual for 
young urban bYsiness 
professionals , provides few 
laughs for its five· dollar price 
- tag. · 
The handbook is written b~1 
two young professi-onals, 
lawye,r Marissa . Piesman an.ct 
editor Marilee Hartley, who 
teach the essentials of' 
Yuppieness to their readers. 
The book begins with a comical 
d i ct i-o n a r y definition of 
Yuppies, and a case study, but 
goes downhil-1 from there. · 
Being a Yuppie is a step 
above being a Preppie. For. 
Yuppies, the · prep.pie name 
Chip just doesn't cut it an;' 
more so' Chip becomes the 
more dignified Charles. 
Even · nonpreppies c_an 
become Yuppies by con-
forming to ' certain criteria. A 
Yuppie "must reside in or .near -
one of the major .cities, claim to. 
:sex Execs at th_!! MlJB Pub Friday night. (Scott Youilg photo) 
be bet.ween the ages of 25 and 
· 45, and brunch on the -weekend 
or work out after work." 
Variations of Y~ppies 
include the Buppie ( Black 
Urban Professional), the 
Puppie (Pregnant lhban 
Professiona'l1, and the J up pie 
(Japanese Urban Profes-
s:8nal). 
The book deals with such 
topics as "Yuppie I)ivorce ", 
"Useful Wine Words" and a 
"Yuppie Vacation Guide". The· 
book does c·ontain periodic 
interludes of funny lines, but 
these interludes do not come 
frequentlS' enough. 
One of the funniest line_s 
from the book is . "J.n the 
Yuppies' eye view of history the-
colonial years are noted for 
such kinky sexual practices as 
stocks and bondage. "The.book . 
also suggests that; a Yuppie 
bestseller to read after a rough 
day on the squash courts would 
be Getting by on $100,000 a 
year. 
· For the would-be Yuppie the 
paperback does meticulously 
outline the steps necessary to 
· become O!'}e. By passing the 
first test 9fearning a six figure 
salary, a p<=>tentia'l Yuppie then 
begins w use words li.ke 
•~world-<;lass", "state of the art" 
and "spo_rtsmedicine ". Yuppies 
Yuppi.e Handbook. 
scatte.rArchitectura/- Digest, Being a Yuppie is a dedicated 
The New Yorker, .or Forbes on lifetimG practice which this 
their tables. · Yuppies never , . book does outline carefully. 
forget to squeeze i.n -a daily Humor i-s not this book's strong 
squash game either. point. 
Rob Hope trio at the Mill ·Pond Center Friday night. (Jim Millard photo) · 
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---------CARNIVAL-------
Dartmouth College hired away · 
many potential sports stars last 
weekend. 
"We met with . the , hall 
directors this week and o·ne of 
therri said she really felt. nearly 
half of her dorm was goi.ng to 
Dartmouth for their Winter 
Carnival this. week," Burrill ' 
said. · 
. ~ . 
( continued from page 3) 
Laverty, adding that their 
pancake breakfast with Theta 
Chi . on Saturday was st!Jl 0.,!_1: . 
Alpha Xi Delta junior Peggy 
Bishop said she didn't think as ·· 
many peopl~w.ould take part in 
winter carnival parties without 
the snow because '"it's kind of 
·like an:'.i other ra.id." 
. ·•Everyone's just bummed 
He noted that the recreation out about it, but we're still 
department will schedule both going -to party," she said. 
the freshman all-nighter and · '"We're still going to go over to 
the ~ampus ·all-nighter again 
next year. _ 
SAE tonighr, but we 're just not . 
going to make anything out of ; 
snow." · · 
However, Lamda Chi A.Ipha 
senior Bill Barrett didn't think 
the lack of snow would put 
much of a . damptr on party 1 
atmosphere. 
"Tm sure it's not going to 
affect our big weekend," he 
said. 
Although -Alpha ·Gamma 
Rho frate-rriity's traditional 
torch run last Thrusday kicked 
off winter carnival with a$ I 000 
donation / to the Leukemia 
Society of . America, the 
weekend conglomeration of 
rain,fogandwarmth squelched 
----.---HOPE-----
( continued from page 17) 
carnival fever. · 
Fraternities and sororities 
held symbolic snow sculpture 
parties am'idst 40-degree 
temperatures which turned any 
remaining ~now _ into brown 
crust. 
joy c)f performance. Hope 
seemed ill at ease near the top 
.of · the program. but as the · 
"sparse ygt enthusiastic 
audience offered its ovations he 
warmed _ts:> hi~ task_. _ _ 
Sigma Beta senior Mark 
Armstrong said he was sure . 
that "'the parti-es will continue" 
a Ith o u.g h so m·e oJ the .·. _ 
exdtemerit would be gone. ·. -~'?;- ¥• "C ...,.,".'~;;, 
"Iffeels good to get out the·re 
and have a reason to ··make hot 
chocolate," , ·A,rrnstrong said-
Rob Hope and his _trio play 
regular!~; in the Seacoast area 
and are a best bet for an 
·e v e n i n g - o f · s i ri c e r"e a n d 
sophisticated jazz. 
Friday. . 
"We had everything Rlanned You' re our sweetie at 
for a snow sculpture an~d · TH.E QUT RACK 
-everybody's going to. be a little ._ - . · · LJL \ ·-
. , -~~~~~--,'.. 
. • 1 _· .: /, i"; "';, . · /. ·~ E:ni~.E.~1111atfons ·; . .- · :~-< :: ·. >:: 
476 'Central Ave. - - . · . ;1 1- .. ·. ' l:. ,u1..., , . . : . >' . . "*· Pctnu1l~ns C~'-!OuC(l '''9"° ~,:"':'-:'I Oo.ve.-. N.H. . ,, · - -, ,- . , b1· r· ; · · 
742:.5'7}9"<~ . - .* PolyL"<m _gu.-. ~ _rmcu . c; ya~~ · ·· ·' · · · ·. · ·•· :• C.intact l~s rcpluccm"~t . - . 
. -,__; . -:•Ttnth1g and_rcpai,n; ,-- .· 
- ~ Dover H_ours: : · 
· · Mon: Thurt'fri. 9-5 
·, . L .. ourha,r{Hotfrs·: .. : ":.-
e . . Tues. ·9-6 . 
'':~i/·• - \IVeq. & S~t. s~12 
Mo'r,: Tues! . _ 
·Thurs. Fri; .9•5i~;~,/. 
,- ' - . --~ .. 
. .. .,,, ~ 
Matching Your Sk(lls 'and Abilities to' . 
Wednesday,.· Feb. 15 
6:00-7:30 PM 
Grafton Room, MUB 
Program Sponsored by 
Career Planning _& · 
Placement Service 
disappointed. that · we're· not, 44 Main ci)L Durham 
goi'.iit to be abk··(o -QO_ i-t-(:§aid,ir,1.-~·"'•-·.,11!111111---... - · •. c- --~'·--!llal----~~~-~ L--------------------~------p hi 1\1 u _ senior . Barb a r a 
for 
_;~l~Vl.·IRl~Ga 0 
.. · .:,·jrAottl,~Dlfl 
-, ·".",-,. 
,··-- - .· 
iJa,o,ur ._· .. 
_,Piel< tJp ·a·pplication-s 'in Room 108 MUS -
,_ Deadline is February 17_. 
- off(c~ hours fro
0m 10-Z 
:Talk}'Wi th. ~mpl~Ye~s';' fro nl'\ mi ous 
~bus{nesses, ~ r-lso}ts-,:~~"."_ re_staurants; . 
,ca,inJ]S, ·. ·and recr:i;ati~n ·,;~ , . parks 
-:· d·~pa)tnienfs-. ab<~hil·e.M'A~X -;J\jpds of 
. _·, Sl1mmer j obsJ -'- , - . "· . - . 
I . 
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deterJnined to contain 1.1 Man(ilger:. of Phil.brook, Dining 
million' parts · per billion of the Hall. said she thinks it is 
(continued from page 2) 
Thomas Slaytom of NH Sta.le 
Department of Public Health, · 
is-that not'enough research has 
been conducted thus far to· -
determine the level that will · 
cause cancer ·in huma-ns. 
Scp'ctember ban. m<:lre than · 17 _ 
~dditive, according to Lasver. fortunate_· that EDB was 
~ "The Feds say· it\ no · discovered. 
problem. Massachusetts says it · "We've found everything we 
is. When we first learned of -its . serve in the dining hall is low in 
presence: we did haul wheat contaminatio,n." she said, 
!i'erm back a while. We use it "We're able to kriow what kind 
now because it's way, way and amount of contaminants , 
under," Lasver said . are in our food." 
Ming Kiang, Assi s_tf1 nt _ _ The prob.t~P.:!._\Yith EOB. said 
Nonetheless, the emergency 
suspension eliminated 97 · 
pcrce~t of agricultural use, 
according to EPA Dir~ctor. 
William R uckclshaus. Mosr of 
the :rcmaining J percent -i{us'ed ' 
as a quarantine fumigant on 
· · , fresh citrus and other tropical 
fruit produced_ in: .the· US .9r 
· imported from other-nations. -
· At the time of the 
RES.UMES 
El~.ctronicall}' Typtd 
Sdection of J'.ipcr & hnclopes 
• 25 Copi~s •· 25 Em dopes 







· l>urh~11~1. I\, H . 03X24 · 
X_6X-70JI 
HOURS M-1- ~:30-5:30-
'~"'~~ .. .,, ~·- ~~·",-,;:., ~A~t i: J0-.1_2,:":.~0 ~..,.;.. -~ 
280 mill_ion -p(>Un~s of _Eb~- _The NH _Dcpartnient of · 
were being used 111 the_ ~S. · Public Health is_ not. following 
However, only 20 - million ., the·actions of Massachusetts in 
pou!l~s were . being u~ed . a~ a '" advising people to return , 
pcst1c1de. w,h1Ic the rcmammg · products, Slayton said, 
260 million p~rnnds were used · 
as a gasoline ~ddilive. On Feb 9, Amcric;rn Grain 
All 50 states have been asked Products Processing relluestcd 
by the ' Fe-d_eral government , to · that Judge Hiller Zobel lift the 
' statc\Crnei·gen_cy b~rnd. d.ue to . conduct - tests on products - , 
felUnd to contain ·_ EDB, finai1cial considerations. · 
tepo-rted Petet .. U rba ri, - · Zobel.acted on the rcljuest. 
· Democrat staff writer.The NH : with Bellotti and the State 
Qept of Health-expects tests to appealing the lift on Feb IO. 
be concluded in _two weeks . . ~More d~cisions will bcJeached 
Results of the tests are due Feb · Feb Ll. . 
UNI-{ Junior .Jim Guillemette ordering his h1nch at the dining ~all. (Wayne Ma.keck11·ie ·phQto) 
,,___ ,. .. ~, -- ;.. ._ -~~=--- ~:... - -~: .... - ~ _:.:::.: ==--··-~ - ~ ... -
....... 
- 'SEN I ORS-... ~ 
- ~ . . 
-' This is yo~ur ~ASJ--C-HANCE_ foLSENI_O'F(PO:RTRAtTSI 
Po·rtra its-wi frbe .;take'n "tEom.:·t=ebruary _ 20th=:t6~ :-1Vfafch-2nd -
. :ff.there are not ·ino4gh .peop·le :.qigned,iip~ '-ihe last ~eek iy~1t6e cr.mi·.elled. 
-
~-Sl8N -UPS BEGIN -ON-NOVEMBER. fEB~ 13th 
-...,_ --:·~:_ -<-·~,- - -,,_ ~ :~ .. , . : ___ ,J - ' - - • - - • - :_ ·_.-.- . . 
,I . 
Jn front,of the, .C:onimuter ,transfer Center_ 
.:i ~ . ;' .. ,· . ·- . . - ; :{ · .. :·. £-~ ·:. 
MW--· ll-12, l-3.-
TR -1t~12 f-2 '4-5 ' ' . 
F 1l-12, 
Resits-and Seniors not on campus la.stsemester have priority! 
- ' . . ., , 
(In order to get your picture in the be:ok, it must he '✓- talf,e'! with our photographer) 
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I •,. "..~ ,~ : ., • 
Then get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate ,officer :· i · ■ You can take free· c~ flying les.5<>ns 
· · · commis.5ioning program. You could-s~ planning ori a career like the ,, .'■ You're co1llll!IBSioned:upon graduatiqn 
. · , men in this ·a!t have. And also have some great.advantages like: · If you're looking to mQVe up quickly, look into the Marine Corps 
~ Earning $100 a month during the schooi year undergraduate officer commissioning program. You could start off 
■ As a freshman or soph9more, you could complete your basic .· · making more ~ ,_$1 ~,000 a year . -
. training during two six-week summer · · · -
~~==~~~l:oodm- WanttomoVe 




cau Capt Flynn collect at 60J·6BB·OBJO . - · · 
; 
! 
• - I 
41 
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CDIYIICS 
GARFIELD 
IF PEOPLE MAl7 J.4AIR ALL OVER 
TI--IEIR BOl71E5, WOLJU7 TMEY 




~ Edward Julius Collegiate CW83- 7 
ACROSS 41 Wound mark 13 Large African 
42 Feudal lord manmals 
1 Highly-seasoned 43 English architect 15 Threefold 
stew • 44 Thermometer scale 16 Sonny and -
7 Rise (abbr , ) 21 Charlton Hes ion 
13 Smooth wood again 45 West coast capital film (2 wds . ) . 
14 Popeye, e.g. 46 Laughing 22 O'Neill output 
15 Criminal's goal • 47 Adjusts (3 wds.) 24 Fed the kitty 
( 3 wds. j 5 O Fee 1 remorse 25 Ho 1 d accountab 1 e 
17 Search and rob 51 Isolates for 
· 18 Group character- 52 Balance sheet 27 0r9anic compound 
is tics section 28 Wedding component 
19 Uncle - 53 Emphasize 30 Scrap . 
· 20 Arrow poison 31 Eye makeup 
21 Anesthetic DOWN 32 Acquiesces 
22 Prank 33 POW calOpS 
23 ' . . . - iron bars 1 Double-breasted 34 Nathanael · and 
a cage 0 coats Lorne 
24 ll>dify 2 - Annie 35 Water bottles 
25 Grill 3 - club , 36 Happenings 
26 Perfumes 4 Paddle 37 - Domingo 
28 White: Sp. 5 Free from restraint 39 East Indies 
29 - crazy 6 Cuts incisors woody vine 
30 Filter brood 7 .A,tren· llory - 4Z Endures · . 
31 Oescriptive of 8 Pouches 43 Baseball great , 
sailing sh.ips 9 Approximate date Maury -
34 Expressions of (abbr . ) 45 Let it stand 
disgust 10 (I slurring over 46 Tremble (obs.) 
38 Did stage work 11 Wandering 48 Beginning for 
39 Student evaluation 12 Rapid fluttering dominent or eminent 
40 Ms. Gardner of a tone 49 Title for Olivier 
CROSSWORD, page 24 -- , 
I 
By JIM DAVIS . 
By JOHNNY H~Rr 
~ 
. ,--.~--r,-.:;;;;--- ~: . 
By JEFF MACNELLY 
BLOOM . COUNTY 
. By BERKE BR·EATHED. 
. ,_ --- ·-------------.. 
GOOP MORNING, ~P. 
I BROf./6HT YOV 50~£ 
· Mlt.K ANP (l()IJGHN(Jf5 . 
YOU'U, Ne£.fl 1H€ NOVRf5H-
MeNT FOR me Tt\SK 
AH~AfJ. . 0 o 
HAVfNC? 5AfV 7HAT, 
/..£1'5 BeGfN 1H€RAPY. 
R€1\PY '! 
eaovev FAiHeR oF MtNe ... 
-I CAN NOW ANNOUNCE THM f.Vtf<Y 
ON€. OFYOUR C/GAR6Tre5 HAS 
8WJ seCURUY HICJ~N. AS weu. 
A5 YOUR CAR K€Y5·, IN SHORT, 
,H/5 W6~f<eNv' WfU.. 8~ 5feWT 
fJAN5 108ACCO. ., .. ->.,,,,,,,,. 
~ 
H€R€' OF COIJRSf. I 
(5 AN eNl.ARGeMENT 








< continued from page 13) 
on that energy." 
Economos claims that he 
· never fails to reach a student. 
"They always com~ with 
energy, if they're alive. I take 
any kind of energy. If you just 
come to meet girls or to meef 
guys, that's O.K .," he said. "I 
can make that work for you. In 
fact, that energy is the easiest to 
work with, because it's the most 
raw and unformed, and ifs 
always there, the motive 
towards other individuals, ,,. 
female, ·mal e , other iex"'; 
whatever." 
Economos'workshopat Mill 
Pond Center is an experimei1t 
to gauge interest in T'ai Chi 
outside or the - Uni versity 
community in Durham. If it is 
successful, he plans to starts 
and ongoing class there. 
Economos cannot promise 
mastery and the full scope of 
Tai Chi's Benefits in a two-hour 
workshop. 
However, he said, ""If you're 
asking to discover something 
fantastically new in yourself, I 
can do that in an hour or two." 
--JOBS--
< continued from_ page 3) 
Exeter. biking expedition 
leqders, sales and merchan-
dising for Frito-Lav, and man\'· 
others. • ., 
Several internships are also 
available. RKO · General 
Broadcasting seeks junior. 
senior and graduate level 
interns. 
Strawberry Banke, a 
historical district m Ports-
mouth, wants interpreters, 
curators, educators.· and 
horticulturalists. And Smith, 
Batchelder and Rugg, an 
__ acqrnntir.ig firm, is looking for 
·accounting interns. · · 
Last year, Randall said, 
more than . 60 percent of 
-employers who attended hiTed 
at least . one student. She . 
encouraged students to arrive 
as early as possible in order not 
to miss a'nyone who mi~ht have 
to leave before 4 prr( due to 
tr}lvel time constraints. 
The fair will be held from ·10 , · 
am to 4 pm in tlie Granite State 
Room of the MU B. It is 
sponsored by Career Planning 
and Placement ~and is open to 
_University students only, 
TO BE or NOT TO BE 
ifiiii'. 
This Feature only $1 75 
" Second Run" 
7 :00 & 9 :15 
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·-------------APARTMENTS111111· ---------------..i--------
<continued from page I ) 
eve,:._ have a proplem to call." fall. At this point. a $200.00 good . 
Bischoff said thts is all part of • All readmitted ·students faith security deposit will be 
"working the bugs out of the -' and incoming transfer students due on Feb. 29, from all people 
system." . · will be given second priority. who were made offers.. 
Stocker said st~dents are a • Current off campus . •·This deposit is credited 
$900 per semester ($1800 pe( apartments during winter and 
year), as compared to $1,214 1 spring break. 
per semester for a double room "This is ideal for juniors'and 
in residence halls. sc:niors who have jobs," said 
Students also have the Carol Bischoff director of 
advantage of staying- in their Residential Life. "lot more on their own and students will be given - third towards the tenant's 
don't makefriendsaseasil>:(in priority. · apartment rent," said . .-------------------------• 
the apartments) . It's sometimes Within these three groups, Bongiovanni. . 
.a hassle to . get to classes, priority will be based on the The student .a·partments cost 
expecially . when it's cold or _ number of applicants in each · · • •• • • • • • • •· .:·;. • •· • • .-.-;.. • • .-. .. •.• ,HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY 
icy." Still, she said, she likes it.. _group. Groups of four from 
The apa_~tments are loca~ed residence halls are given top 
off of Strattord Ave . Extension priority. 
Just beyond the Elliott Alumni "We encourage people to 
Center. .. . . select four people, our goal is 
The t m1shed product will compatibility," Bischoff said. 
consist of ~ix. three story_ Sec9nd priority goes_ to 
apartment buildings set up for groups of two, with groups of 
four person occupa~cy. three taking third prio-rity, and 
Presently. th~re_ are four fourth priority going to 
copip,kte bulld1ng:s. The individual applicants. 
remaining two bu\ldings will be AIL residents are paired for _ 
complete~ !his mor:ith, "maximum compatibilit~/ ." 
Bong1ovan01 said. There will be said Bongiovanni. 
a total_ o~- 400 spa~e~ when all When priority applicants are 









At 7: 15 & lJ:.25 
M.atim:~i,; Sul . & Sun. 
at. J: 15 
Copy of the advertisement , 
admits 2 for 1 price , •...••.........•...••••....... 
. ., . '.. .. . . . 
f L'c) c'>Lill nol loo !ale Lo come in and 0el 
c'3omet.hJn0 for Lhal c':pccia/ percSon. 
:J~-JeJ~t 
FLOWER & GIFT SHOP 
56 Main Street-Durham 
161-7021 · 
Th~ap~rtmentsarecarp~ted a·n Apartment Housing 
and turrnshed, and have tour agreement as space is ava_ilable . 
rooms plus a one and a half ·- --- · 
bath ·or an oversized bath in r------------------=--,------------------~----------------
each apartment. 
There are two bedroms each 
with two beds, two desks, and 
bureaus. There is .ample closet 
space and a dressing area. 
The living room is furnished 
with a sofa, two chairs, two eF1d · "" 
tables, a coffee table, and a 
lamp. 
The kitchen is supplied with 
a standard size refrigerator, a 
~tove, a sink. cabinets, a table, 
and four chairs. 
· There is also an entry way 
closet for coats; boots, . etc .. . 
The ground floor apartments 
are sp~cif ically designed to 
._acc-O"moda te ' hand ic:a.ppe-d 
people . . I hese units . will be 
rented to non-handicapped 
people on a space available 
basis. , . 
, , The a·partment . buildings 
surround a co~muNW,19c~M~r .... J . 
that has laundr\' faciliti.es a 
~ail . room, central offices: a 
study area s-uited for typewriter 
use and a lounge with a fire 
place to relax in. 
There is also a master 
antenna system to improve 
t_e I e vision - r.e c e pt ion . A 
telephone hookup is also 
available. The , tenant must 
- pay for the phone instaJlation. 
Juniors, seniors, and 
mobility impaired students arc 
allowed to live in the student 
apartments. _ 
According to Bischoff, they·· 
all have the same amount of 
priority. No two year students, 
.freshman, · or sop·hrri.ores are 
-eligible. There are 25 students 
. living in the apartments no-w. 
Availability will depend on 
the people who graduate and 
the ones that don't reutrn, said 
Bongiovanni. · 
Applications may be 
·,obtained from Residential Life. 
The· applicati.on deadline date 
is Feb. 17 no later than 4 :30 
_p.m. 
When applications are 
turned in. the applicants will 
-receive a priority wait number, 
Bongiovanni said. 
, .. On Feb . 24 we will make 
offers based _on the priority 
svstcm and the individuals' 
a·pplication wait list number," 
Bongiovanni said. All offers for 
. hou•sing will be made in 
accordance with the University 
eligibility process. 
- Bongiovanni outlined the 
priority system. 
• Residents presently living 
'hJ the apartments will be given 
the opportunit)" t-o return next 
. '·r 
Howto have class between classes. 
Indulge yourself in a warm cup · · · of Cafe Vienna~ It's a light and cin-
namony touch of class. And · ust one of five deliciously different flavors 
from General Foods® \ :: ... ··.. =,.,,,,.,,,,.,·'-'" ..,.,,,,.,,...,,.._,_,,,_ 't!lf~~~~· _...,..,, ... ,,, .... -
International Coffees. 
GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES 
AS MUCH A FEELING ASA FLAVOR 
GENERIU. FOODS Available at: University Bookstorf1! © General Foods Corporation 1983 .__ _ _. 
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(continued fro~ page 7) 
could · have LORAN-C stores. ·You just stick the· car'd the overrooked house. 
receivers installed in the in, a red or green light goes on, · After testing these receivers, 
dashboards of their cars. The and the information is Frost found that dense foliage 
receiver would-be built so that a recorded," Frost said. and overhead wiring block 
plastic magnetic card .could be If there is any doubt as !_o some of the signals, and that 
inserted into it, which would census takers missing someone signals are often lost in valleys. 
record the latitucti·nal and ontheirlist,thecardcanberun In a reasonably fla_t 
longitudinal coordinates of through a computer and the - envii:onr:nent. however, the 
each rural home or farm house coordinates will be _on file. signals come through clearly. 
census takers listed. With this ·' e I e ctr on i c A major problem is the 
use · in helicopters, to drop 
firefighters at the scene of a 
major forest fire, and to pin-
point traffic jams on major 
highways. State police may 
also find them useful to 
determr,ne the location of a 
crime or emergency. 
Frost predicts ' his receiver 
will be completed on April I, 
Even Frosi 's· ho5bi'es invo-lve-
\acapemia. He is very interested 
in· archaeology and0 worked at a 
museum in Philadelphia 
studying Crea ten pottery. 
Frost went on sabbatical in 
Oxford. England, where he 
used physics and acoustical 
techniques to indentify 
different types of potter)'. 
1990. , 
"It's like the automatic bar mapping," census · takers can expense, Frost esfrmates that 
code_s_ t~-c~)'. ·use in __ 1;rocery retrace their steps and loc~ each receiver may cost up to 
~-~---------------------, several thousand dollars. 
Other uses for the receiver, 
Frost,_ who came to UN H _in 
1957, teaches communications 
of engineering , electronics 
engineer-ing and acoustics. 
Frosf is still waiting to find 
out if his computerized receiver 
will be utilized. His attitude? 
I -
w h i c h wo u Id ma k e t h e 
investment worthwhile, include 
"It would be a nice challenge 
in human engineering," he said. unH · women's . Basketball 
us. 
Northeastern •----------ASNER------------< co~tinucd from page 4) 
Thursday, February 16th 
8:00 pm, F'ield-House 
"The top two 
ECA C independent 
teams in New England" 
Ticket Prices: 
A du/ts $3 .00 
Students $2.00 
UNH Students $1.00 
or Season Ticket. 
concerned _with the rights of documentary on the Holocaust politically motivated, al th0 ugh 
workers and not the profit for Metromedia studios, took he couldn't prove it. · 
· f' h fl d · "Central America has a long margin. , questions rom t e oor an 
"We need a politician who signed autographs;. ./ history -of problems, and I 
can lead with substance and not spoke out on them," he said. 
slick style, a politician who can Many in the crowd expressed "Too f.ew voices had spoken 
1 d d b · d t t sorrow over_ the cancellation of out on it, but I won't regret the _ea usan may ee uca eusa fact that rdid ." 
the same time." ' the ."Lou Grant" show. 
After his speech, Asner. who Asner said the cancellation CROSSWORD 
.ANSWERS 
1s working in Boston on a of his show was probably 
•---CALCULATOR--- S C E N T 
(continu~~ froru p~ge_?.) i-,;;+,a~~.,,,.....~ A I L O R 
- :.. ·-- -·- ,....,...;;.;.;;~~-~~+:-t~ lf'E: --- --And this mother was so 
pleased with herself. She had 
gotten her child to say a word 
he already kne«i''.""vhe 1·'faid. 
It is diffi~ult to measure the 
success of the program, 
because a child's improved 
speech may be due to his 
maturing, not · motherese 
t r a i ·n i n g , a c c o r d i n g t o 
Calculator. A pos1t1ve sign, .,....--+--+- ~~+=+-::"" M 
however. is the change in the . I ~:+-:.'i-=- O 
relationship between parent N ~~-=- L 
and chi-Ip. · E 
Parents will say, "We like 
our child more. He's not having 
so many temper tantrums. I feel 
like 1 'm getting more control. I 
like being around him more," 






A S S E T 
£VOLVT10N) CR£AT10N-
B~rning the night · oil thinking 
a,bout_ ~here you'rlf~!jotng . to·:_ 
be · living n_ext fall? 
·Is Creationism Valid? 
Come hear att altcrttativc :vic_w 
a Biblical perspective 
There will. be a 
qu~slion - answer period following 
-Parsons L101 7:00 - 8:30 pm 
Tuesday. -f ebruary 21st 
.. " 'l • • 
Relax ... 
,Take tim-e to 
know your _options. 
-Coming n~xt month, 
The Commuter Transfer Center 
/ 
~ 1s sponsoring New Commuter 
Orientation 
This is an opportunity to get ideas about~ 
How, when, and . where to begin to ·Iool<. 
for off-campus housing. 
Rental rates 
Cost companson~ of -living on- vs. off 
campus. 
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___________ __, ~ -; Professiona I Federal Tax Rerurn Well today is the big day. I hope it isa nice lt'.s Valentine 's Day! Still don } have a g,tt HEY BUCKO! Are you up for a "DOUBLE" - f R Preparation Services. Discount with any one for you. Also I'd like to take this for your Valentine? Buy a "candy cup" two weekends in a row? I sure am! You 
Apartments Or ent U.N .H. I.D . Contact Bruce 862-3478for chance to ask you if you would like to downstairsintheMUBtoday-!Sponsored betterrestup;we'regoingfortherecord!! 
T~~err)ale - students seek ~ quiet 
apartment for 2 near campus for fall 
1984, Call Jennie at 868-1497 
Durham, 3 room furnished apartment in 
quiet home. Twq blocks from campus, Aon 
smoker. $325 / mo. for one person. · 
Includes utilities. $190/ mO per person if 
two people 868-9660 
Help Wanted j[II] 
Summer Daycamp Di rectcir7'Jeeded 
Mature, experienced, youth oriented 
individual needed for 8 week program . 
Responsible for: p l anning, •. staff 
supervision, Red Cross swim program 
and leadersliip of camp. Minimum 
qualifications. 3 years Physical 
Ed / Recreation major or equiv. experience 
in camo Sl'!tt ino Self-motivated,' 
responsible, creative individual who 
enjoys kids . Thorough knowledge of 
sports, games, swimm ing. Arts, theatre 
background helpful. Salary: $6 / hour, 35-
40 hours a week. · Send resume! 
Newmarket Recreation And Parks·, Town 
Hall, Newmarket, N.H. 03857 
Wanted: Creative, energetic individual to 
work consistenly 2-4 hours per week, 
placing and filling posters on campus. 
Earn $500 or more each· school year. 1-
800-243-6679 
MANAGEMENT / BUYING INTERNSHIP: 
Major New Englan.d top quality Retail 
Chain. Oct 1, 1984 to Dec 31 , 1984. On 
Campus interviews first week of March. 
$250 week. Various locations. 94% of 
lnterfls ar-e hired in executive 
m a n a g em en t .Pro g r a m De ad I i n. e 
February 15·, 1984'. Contact Field 
Experience Office, Verrette House, 862-
-1-=181. F!= lt8_31§~ -•- ~-- -------
ENTREPE~EURS / SALESPEOPLE ACT 
NOW!!!I National Company seeks 
.a g g r e s s i v e s a I e s p e o p I e t o s e 11 
sunglasses. Earnings 300-1000/ sem-
ester. Write P.O. 0540 Brown University 
Providence R.I. 02912 
_Mlsc_for eftartNu_s._ .. · _,._Jl[§] 
For Sale. UNH nursing uniforms, patches 
included . Call Kathleen at 868-7565 for 
more info. 
For ·SAle. Tech'h1es Stereo· Receiver, 30' i, 
watts per channel, mode l #SA-222 
(1982) Oigital Display. Call Mark (Rm 
109) 2-3675 or 868 -9864. 
appointments. sleep under the stars tonight . Love and by the Comm . Assoc. Will you be my valentine? I love you!! Your 
Fiddle, Banjo, guitar lessons form Hearts and Kisses, Bill. You may prefer brandy but she'll love our NOV 
professional player, many styles. Call Kappa Sigma open rushes . Tuesday Feb. candy. ~You 're our sweetie at the OUT Qaddy N. HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!! I know by 
659-2658. 14th and Thursday Feb. 16th. 8-10 p.m. BACK. the time you get this you'll have forgotten 
Papers, resumes · and letters prepared Check it out. Sing it with a singing card, say it wit.h a about your birthday, so here's another 
professionally and quickly by 9 to 5 There's more to college life than what you sticker and she'll be yours for Valentine or remi nder. Lots of Love from Carol, Tuxedo 
Secretarial Service, String Bridge, Exeter, learn in the classroom. Check it out maybe even quicker. -You're our and Lucky. 
NH (603) 772-9585. Tuesday Feb. 14 and Thursday Feb. 16, 8- sweetie at the OUT BACK. TIGER: Happy Valent ine's Day and Happy 
MASSAGE? MUSCULAR TENSION lO p.m. at Kappa Sigma 's open Rushes. YOU ARE NOT ALONE-2 recent studies one year and Happy 2l .Love,ME 
THERAPIST offers deep tissue, To the Kappa Sigma Little Sisters : Great· show that slmost 25% of women in JERI sorry it's late! 
Swedis_h / Eealen and accupressure body dinner , good time, good company. Let's do college have beer:i raped or assaulted . If 
work for relaxation and relief from tired, it again, soon! Love. the Brothers . you are one of them ... SUPPORT GROUP Hey Gera
rd i! 265 lbs.? You . pectoral 
h f 
· d I c II 862 2149 monster! Congrats ' buddy! Lisa . 
ac .ing, at,gue muse es. a - To the Sisters of Alpha Xi Delta , It is with . Tuesda·y 12:30-2 p.m . Contact Roxie 
for Jerry Duane. · great appreciation that we extend this ' Wolfe at Counseling and Testing~ Starts John B.-Happy Valentine 's Day!! Stop by 
·1 I~ sincere note of thanks to you for allowing Feb. 7th . and visit sometime . Jayne. 
• 
us to hold an open rush in your home last Big .. broth er doesn 't w'ant you to think Happy Valentine's Day to the men with 
. Personals Tuesday evening . We real ize th e sacrifice seriously about UFO's, but I suggest that hats. We seriously thought about sending 
_ you made in order to allow us the use of you do so. Ask for the booklet WHAT YOU some roses but the brown cow said nay-
your home, and again we thank you very NEED TO KNOW, at Town and Campus. nay. Then we wanted to give some lollies 
Ride or R.i ders wanted to Chicago During 
March Vacation Please!! (207)646.-9556. 
Safe, reasonable, Thanks, urgent! 
· Lost a svveatcr; boot nccf<, 3 / 4 length 
sleaves, handmade heather brown, are 5 
inch stripes of different stitch pattern. 
PJease return to Freshman Camp office, 
no questions asked - reward. Thanks 
Large , Reward -,- Ladies pulsar watch . 
. Lost on Fri 2 / 3 . Please call Beth at 862-
3438 
LG. - Here's to wish you · a Happy· 
Valentine's Day and to let · you know 
things will work out in time. I'll always.be 
there. Love, T.S. 
UNH Nursing uniforms for sale! Patches 
include.d. Call Kathleen at 868-7565 for 
mor-@ information. · 
Gregg - Happy Valentine's Day Sweetie! 
Thanks for being around when I need 
youy. Can' t wait for Florida! We 'll have a 
great time. Love and lust, Lisa 
N'oyblie-z pas! The application deadline 
for the POSTE D'ASISTANT in France is 
Wednesday, Feb. 15, 1984. This is a 
unique opportunity to teach English in 
.France. Don't miss it! Apply in 102 
Murkland. 
Dave of St'illwater Run . I wanted to s·ay hi . 
Do you remember me .. you ·introduced 
yourself to me at the Stone · Church . 
Maybe 1·11 see you around - Sue 
Mark T. Hope Your Val_entin ;s Day is as 
wonderful as you are . Hope to see you .. 
Love always, your old pal 
Cuffi, I wish you would get more sleep and 
' keep that tummy-housie full. I hate to 
hear it growl. I love 'what's inside you . 
Your Teddy -Bear -
much . Bes,t of luck this semester with You will learn how strange 1984 really isl to the L. Licker and the Swanzey sucker 
your . pledge program! Thanks again! 1 It's Valenti ne's Day! Still don't have a gift and deliver some red jello to the Amoeba 
Sincerely The Brothers of Phi Kappa m_an. We even considered hiring cupid for 
Theta. ' for vour valentine? Buv a ·" candv r.un" C1:1tt, dt·il:I d yir 1 :m tncn rne H. Haser cou,a 
Need 2-10 tickets to Fri . the 17th Hockey _ 
game. Call 742-1355 after 5 :00 p .m . Ask 
for Don . 
To all Jedi Knights : Daffy, Dr . Doom, Obi-
Wan , Princess, Shakey , No Slack , 
Chuckie, Spoon, Geek, Vic, Commando, 
Seep, Jabba, Chief Fish, VT.W., Y.T.H., 
Daisy, Sleepy, Walkman, KAT, The Toad, 
all ALL Insects, beware, Darth and The 
Cylon are about. Keep it under 55. 
Karl-To the last of the bigtimewoofers-
thanks for a wonderful year. There 's no 
telling what will happen next...lf I travel 
all my life and I never get to stop and settle 
down, long as I have you by' my side, 
there ' s a roof above and good walls all 
around. Well I never had a place that I 
could call my very own, but that's alright, 
my love, 'cause you're my home. Happy 
Valentine's Day and Anniversary. I ·love 
You! Cath . 
SA- I can never find the right Words to tel l 
you how much I love you, how much you 
mean to me. Knowing that you care has 
kept me flying high for the past few 
months . ThLs,V.,,il~.,ntine's Day I will be. 
thinking about nothing but you.-SS 
Attention Seniors!! If you would like to 
become involved in senior social activities 
for MAY, 1984. (i e.) Senior ball , picnic, 
booze cruise, barbecue, etc ... Please 
attend the general meeting Feb. 22, 6 :00 
p.m .- Carroll Room, MUB . · 
To Diane H. in Stanton House: Happy 19th· 
you lucky guano you! /Love your 
"f latlar.tder" friends . Slcle ~ -, Beth R., Sue, 
R., Heather M 
downstairs in the MUB today! Sponsored scoop a sweetie for the day. But instead-
by t he Comm . Assoc. we figured that this persona l from us was 
When you get her picture framed, her love the best valentine you guys could ever 
. you you will be proclaimed. -You' re our get. Have a good day! 
_- sweetie at the OUT BACK. M . Naczas- HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!!! 
COUNSELORS-Overnight girls camp Hugs and kisses from your cutest admirer . 
has opening for couselors-instructors in 
tennis, waterfront, (WSI, sai_ling, skiing, Hey Sally McNally!! Here's your very first 
small crafts), athletics, gymnastics, personal ever ... and it 's to tell you how 
arts / crafts , pioneering, photography, much I appreciate your friendship. You've 
drama, dance, computer, R.N. , general been a super friend, and you 
counselors . Write : Andrew Rosen, Point deserve ... um ... what's his name agai.n? 
O'Pines Camp, 221 Harvard Avenue, You have a heart of " steel(e)" ... I mean 
Swarthmore, PA 19081. gold!! Thanks for all the fun, and keep 
smiling! Have a great Valentine 's Day(tqo 
Are you from Exeter? Have you been bad it didn't fall on a' Monday or 
involved in a U.F.O . incident? I would like Wendesday, huh? If you know what 1 
to talk with you as {l part of a field research mean!) take care, and I' ll see you at lunch! 
project. Especailly interested in the Love ya ' - Holly Ho. 
author of "All You Need To Know." Your 
help would be greatly appreciated. Call 2- Nothing to do this Tuesday and Thursday 
2120 or 86!3-9857 ask for Elizabeth. night, then come to Kappa Sigma's open 
Rushes, 8- lO p.m. anp get a taste' of the 
Ou r beautiful ribbon will keep her from Greek life. · 
-fibbon -You're our sweetie at the OUT 
BACK. · Karen. Happy Valentine's Day . Love 
WINTER B·LUES? Think SUMMER!! Wayne 
SUMMER JOB FAIR, MUS-Granite DACs, Surprise! HAPPY VALENTINE'S 
State Room, Wed·nesday, February 22, DAY! You probably can 't believe that l"m 
10:00 to 4 :00 p.m. sending you a personal, finally, after all 
these month,- but you ·ve been so sweet 
Sing it with a singing card, say it with a and besides I wanted to do something 
sticker and she'll be yours for Valentine, different for a change. You certainly are 
or maybe even quicker . -You're our the best valent ine that any girl could wish 
sweetie at the OUT BACK. for! The months keep getting better, i 
Gary:--Hope your Valentine's Day is as hope they never end. i will always love 
wonderful as you are Sweetheart! Heidi . • you!! P.S I 1.iked having Valentine's Day 
Our Beaut iful rjbbon will kee,p her from come early, Thanks for everything! Love, 
fibbon . -You're our sweetie at the OUT DSS. ' · 
BACK. Rosie; Rosie; Rosie! Happy Birthday to my 
. - New Hampshire Lady! Wanna know how 
N'oubl iez pas! The application deadline many in'ches long your birthday .present 
for the POSTE D'ASSISTANT in France is 
Jim and Scott - I'd like to wish you a 
Happy Vanlentin 's Day and alse tell you 
that Im am not m!'ld at You! I hope you are 
not mad at me - how foolish! (Think 
For sale: Audi Fox 1977, FWD, great in- about it) Can we still be friends? I miss 
~now. NE: -transm1ss1on. Rad,_al . tires. yoyr hugs and smiles! Please find it i_n 
,To Karen Jean C.-Happy Valentine ·s Day 
and more important Happy 19th!!! Keep 
those admirers juggled and they'll never 
know what's going on . Make it a special 
Day. Best wishes .always! love, Heather .. 
Wednesday, February 15, 1984. (This is a is ... ? Lover you very much. Bill. 
unique opportunity to teach English in Jill , J, you close-to-20-year-old-woman! 
• eed_s_ pa t Job . but . otherwise great your hearts to forgive· me for any 
condition. Call 868-280.J Qr,. 1.:fil- 34-449\<» '- ,w ;r,ongdoings I ma¾ .have done to cause 
$ l 500/ b o , · any grief between us. I'd like to be "one 
1 972 Ford Torino St,ation wagon good ·-;big happy family again " okay? Thanks for 
condition runs well, one owner, asking reading this, and have a super day! Love 
$1500. Call Linda 868-7026 you both~ Holly P.S. you better give me a. 
Nordica Ski Boots; ladies size 6 .. Excellent 
condition! Very Reasonable Price . CAIi 
Renate at ·74 9-6735 
Photo equipment : Canon AE-1 , 80-210 
mm zoom. with macro (and case), 50 mm 
.lens, speedlight 155A Flash , Kodak 600H 
slide projector . Call Caudie at 862-1091 
days or 859-30.51 eves. for prices and 
details. · 
Wedding invitations - Prices are low in 
Idaho! 100 custom printed only $7 .95 
Send for fre.e samples to Gina's, 206 East 
Main, Re xburg,· Idaho , 83440. For 1st 
class Postage, send 50¢ . 
1975 Peugeot; 504 Sedan Diesel . 
Sunroof, AM.-RM stereo, Radials . 4 
speed, - maroon , · mechanical condition 
excellent. No rust. $25.00 or best offer. 
Call 749-9311 
Skis for sale - all' elans, a number of 
,different sizes, conditions and prices, Call 
David at. 868- 7415 
1 975 Volvo 1 64. Leather interior. A / C, 
power windows, new brakes, tires and 
exhaust, 83,000 miles. $3700 or best 
offer. 742-0218 after 6 pm 
1970 Volkswagon Bug. New engine and 
brakes, good tires, 1200 or best offer . 
749-5182,after 6pm 
1979 Honda Accord Hatchback. 5 -speed, 
A / C, AM / FM new michelins and 
exhaust. one owner, excellent. condition . 
Regular gas . Asking $3900. 1975 Honda 
Civic CVCC hatchback . Hondamatic . New 
Michelins and exhaust. One owner, 
excellent condition - Low mileage, 
reliable, regular gas. Asking $2500 742 -
1 802 after 3pm 
Servkes and Repairs I~ 
Typing , writing and graphic deisign a·t · 
Pennagraphics & Writing Associates. We 
do resumes, reports , charts. and graphs. 
58 Main St. Durhma. 868-1025. Up the 
stiar between Classic Cone and Red 
Carpet 
D.J. Services- D.J. from radio station 
WGIR / Manchester to D.J . your next pary 
or school event. Rates reasona51e/ 
negotiable. Call 749-6709 weekday 
evenings after 6pm keep trying 
Home made cookies just like · Mom's! 
Oatmeal-Raisin; Chocolate Chip, Peanut 
Butter cookies and brownies! 
·1 .50/ dozen, 50¢ jumbo cookie, · Call 
before 2pm for your fresh baked cookies! 
868-5595. Ask for Mom 
hug tonight at dinner!!! If not, you owe me 
a dolla rl!!(ha ha) 
Kirstan - you are such a special sister. 
Happy Valentines Day . I love you , Steph 
Here's a Big Valentine's DAy wish for all 
my friends - you all know who you are! 
Thanks for being a part of my college 
years. Hugs and ... to the males, kisses! 
Love you all! love; Holly. 
Dear Jers - thought yoii d never hear 
that name again , huh. Well I couldn 't 
rem ember the special names we have for 
eachother . I wanted to wish you ti-le best 
Valentine 's Day ever - I'll be there to help 
make it really special. I don't want to say 
too much here because I'm sure you ' ll 
hear about it from you know who. I just 
wanted to keep our secret romance going 
- it's beeo the greatest time of my life. 
After all , who else could I spend 7 straight 
hours at the computer with?!?!? Have a 
great Valentine's Day - I love you, S. 
For a unique opportunit.y in fellowship 
and Bible study please attend the 
protestant Student Gathering in . the 
Forum Room at the Dimond Library from 
7pm to 9pm on Thursday, February 16 
Hope to see you there . 
To " The Beast " - I have searched my heart 
& _soul thoroughly while traveling from 
London to Utrecht, and from Flanders to 
Savoie. I looked across the ocean thinking 
of you ; I drank -up the bea.uty of the Alps 
·thinking of you . I love you. "The Lady in 
· Black " P.S. Happy Valentine's Day, 
Sweetie 
To wonderful house boys, we know you 
are good, so keep on with us unti I the end. 
Happy Valentine's Day 
BR!, so your b-day is coming this 
Saturday . Hope you get thrown in the-
shower . Lo_ve Spice. p.s. Happy V -Day . 
Dave (Speedo), Happy Valentine.'s Day! 
Thanks for 4 great months. I've loved 
every second ... the smiles, th·e tears, the 
hugs .. . You're one in a million, and don't 
you ever forget it! All my love, Kar la. 
Mo-mo, Happoy Valentine's Day to the 
nicest and prettiest Alpha Chi I know, 
gowling tummy and all. Love, M .J .-
To the Sisters of Chi Omega, We:would 
like to thank you for your gracious 
hospitality in allowing us to use your· 
home last Thursday evening for an open 
r,ush. We understand the sacrifice you 
made in allowing us to use your home, 
and we ·greatlV appreciate it. Best of luck 
this semester.! Thanks again!! Sincerely, 
the ijrothers of Phi Kappa. Theta. 
Maybe soon, A "second chance ..... 
Debbie, Cathy, Judie, Heidi,-to four 
awesome ladies, Happy Valentine's DAY. 
You 're all great friends , Joe Racketball 
. (Kil_ler) P.S Somebody had to do it! 
A Heart-y tin , a Heart -y jar filled with 
sweet stuff will go far. - You 're our 
- sweetie at the OUT BACK . 
NEED MORE DIVERSIFICATION! Then 
come to OPEN RUSH at SUGMA NU next 
Tuesday the 14th and Wednesday 15th · 
from 8-10 p.m. 
SU'GMA NU RUSH IS ON! Tuesday the 
14th and Wednesday the 15th 8 -10 p .m 
·come check out the best fraternity on 
campus . 
Open rush Wednesday 2 / 15 at Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon . Refreshments served. 
When you see our pot ' pourri , you 'll tell 
your sweetie " That's for me." -You 're 
our sweetie at the OUT BACK. 
Open rush Wednesday 2 / 15 at Sigma -
Alpha Epsilon . Refreshments served . 
To our roommates on New York St ., Happy 
Valentine's Day, dear one . Hope yours is a 
day full of hearts! Love ya, Aunt Betsy and 
ll11:.' 
A !ieart-y tin , a heart-y jar filled with 
SWl~e t stuff will go far . -You're our 
svve,stie at the OUT BACK . · 
liVhen you see our pot pourri , you·' !! tell 
you, sweetie " That 's for Me ." -You 're 
our sweetie at the OUT BACK. 
RUSH IS ON AT SIGMA NU! Come check 
out and talk to the brothers next Tuesday, 
14th and Wednesday 15th from 8-10 p .m 
G Suchock i'-Happy Valentine's Day! 
Thanks for two great years. I'm going to 
miss you so much next year so we better 
make this semester th~ best. Love, Amy. 
FITZY- That's right, you Kathleen. Just " 
wanted to wish yciu a Happy Valentine's 
Day! Hope you 've got your black ones on!! 
Love ·ya , roomie' Lynn . 
Don ' t give her r0Ses for a bouquet, 
balloons will float you both away. -
You're our sweetie at the OUT BACK 
You may prefer brcjndy but she'll love our 
candy . -You 're our sweetie at the OUT 
BACK. 
Chris B.-Hi dear!! Just wanted to wish 
you a happy Valentine's Day 1 ·Love you 
and w ill be tninking of you lots today! Love 
,always, Lynn. 
PRE-VET STUDENTS Find out what 
practicing veterinary medicine in' New 
Zealand is like. come see Dr . Crain 
Kelleher's slide presentation Feb. 16th, 
7 :00 p-.m . Ham Smith, 127. 
Don't give her roses for a bouquet, 
balloons will float you bot\'l away. 
You're our svv,eetie at the OUT BACK: 
France. Don't miss it !) Apply in 102 · Beware of birthday brouhaha!! They say 
Murkland. that real women don't need to party to 
Laura E. I noticed your sexy- bod behind enjoy life. 'They' never partied with Apt. 
me at a hockey game. 1 got your name and # 1 ! Watch out for pantyhose heads and. 
am waiting for a chance to hope iA bed long-tubed funnels! HAPPY, HAPPY! 
with you . Let me know when I can . .Your Love, Lisa, Deb & Deb . 
secret admirer. BRIAN-Ti voglio molto bene! -L. 
Boylehead and Emery Air Freight - (got Club 109 - 109 Landsdowne Street 
your attention right?). I hope that both of Boston, and our newest facility in 
ypu have the happiest of Valentine's Durham, NH, Continues to provide the 
DaysAfterallthatyouhaveputupwith .. finest in dancing and nightly 
Bruins games, noisy baths; Annie; and all entertainment. · This SAturda¥ night, 
the other personals you both deserve it . Beatles Anniversary Celebration . 
Your Roomie Doug!!!! Happy Birth.day to you, Valentine 
Dr. Bob : Don't be a stranger. Drop by Boy . Hugs and Kisses, Carol and Lisa. 
sometime. Zorro Nancy, Happy 16 months and.5 days. Oh, 
To All All My Frienas; Especially those of and Happy Valentine's Day too·. 
2-D & Z. Happy V-Day Hope it's th e beSt . Scott and Karla_:_ I could neverl'org-etthe· -
ever. Grin . P.S. Thanks fo~ everyth ing two of you on Valentine's Da¥ I hope you 
Attention Seniors!! If you would like to two have the best one ever (I 'm sure you 
becom einvolved in senior social activities will, you have eachother). You guys are 
for May 1984,i .e. Senior -Ball , picnic, both great friends and I wish the both of 
booze cruise, barbecue, etc. Please attend you many · years of happiness. Love, 
the general meeting, Feb. 22, 6:00 pm - Susan. 
Carroll Room . MUB · BRUCE! long,-long, long t·,me no see! We 
Stoney Thanks for saving the day! have to , change that, soon . Happy 
Women of all ages - yes, once again the Valen,tine's Day, k_iddo. Love, your 
time has come for the annual Founder 's invisible fr~nd in D.322 
Day Dinner Dance - overnight function CJA - HaPf?Y VAientine's Love! I guess 
Applications accepted at 5 Strafford Ave. you may have ,convinced me about he 
Give us a call, we' ll have a ball. 868-9830 importance of material objects. But we'll 
- Mike, Tom, or Paul. ThechoiGe is yours see. Love ya - Dennis 
, P. Principe and J Sassano - Are the two Aldo, T.hank;~0 m·uch for being my°JXsne·r 
of you stumped as to your Big C? I (your mobile and for all the other wonderfully 
Big C) suggest that you· two meet eacfi unique things you do all the other days of 
other before our next meeting because the year. You're the most special friend 
you have something very much in this ambitious hournalist could ever ask 
common. Big C is watching. Happy for, Here's to chanwagne arid beer! .you 
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Skaters .look-for home 
By Chris Heisenberg last day ol the season . this position, but we're still in 
-J F,~iday night's ·3-2 · loss to Friday night's 'loss to BU was the race. Maybe a · game like 
Boston University could have a not her . disappointing one- this will bring us together." 
knocked the Wildcats out t of goal loss. The Wildcats, who ·, The Wildcats were a little 
contention for home ice in the cq.me out flat iri the first period, · banged up after the BU game. 
playoffs. . · fought for a 2- 1 I-cad after two Defense man Dwayne 
However, by ' virtue of their periods, only to see BU chip Robinson needed 17 stitches on 
5-0 victory over the Providence away at it for a 3_-2 victory. his arm after suffering a skate 
play-of(s 
cut in the first period. - He 
rct urned ,n time for the second 
period. Fresh _man James · 
. R-ichmond. whose corner work 
has made him a fan favorite at 
Snively, has suffered various 
bruises this season. He .now has 
f. . separ~ted ·shoulder ·which 
relJui'rcd a .cortisone shot 
beforr the Providence game. 
Junior Center ·. Ralph 
Robinson, who was the team's 
leading scorer before a knee 
injury in December, is still out. 
He is expected to return by 
pla;1off time. 
College Friars Sunda~·- New "It's frustrating, but hard · 
Hampshire is back in the hunt, \Nork and Ii tt le breaks can ,------'=-----'---------,---------------=--------,-------I 
and looking good. ' change that," Senior Mark 
UN H jumped past Prov- Doherty said. "We're not in a 
- idence into fourth place in the desperate situation yet, because 
EC AC. With a record of 10-5 in , BC and Bl) still have tcrngh · 
the ECAC they are just ahead games left." "We have to start 
of Providence's 10-6-2 record. believing in ourselves. I 
Providence had been unde- thought after the. Northeastern 
feated in the last seven games game we were." Dohe-rty said. 
(6-0-1 f before losingSunday. Junior Dan Muse also said 
Just ahead of UN H is Boston the game was frustrn
1
ting for the · 
college with a 13-5 record. BC team." In every game we lose by. 
only has three more EC AC one .goal ·we don't get the 
games left, while UN H has six. breaks. ·On the last goal the 
Both teams will meet Friday at puck just bounced on his 
Snively in a battle for the Iast 1 (Denis LaGuarde's). ~tick. 
home ice slot in the playoffs. 1 Hopefully wc.'11_ start getting 
Boston College wi,11 also have those breaks." 
~o play second-place BU on the "We hoped we ·wouldn't be in 
---SWIMMIMG-----
,,.. ( contin~ed from page 27) 
and makes UNH's New 
E n g-1 a n d C h a m p i o n s h i p 
outlook very good , as they 
-ECAC STANDINGS 
(as Of Feb. 13, ]984) 
School , Overall Pct. GF GA ECAC 
(.RPI 25-3 .893 167 79 ·14-2 
2.-Boston ·Univ. 22-5 I .815 130 74 - 13-4 
3. Boston College 20-7 .740 125 98 13-5 . 
4. Providence 18-9-2 .655 121 99' 10-6-2 
5.NEW HAMPSHIRE 16-12-1 , .569 131 102 l0-5 
6.Clarkson 14-10-1 .580 114 83 l0-6 
7. Northeastern 14-9-1 .604 124 JOO 9-7-1 
8.St. Lawrence 17-10 .630 151 108 8-:7 
9.Harvard 8-10-1 .447 _ 63 68 8-7-1 
JO.Colgate 17-IO-I .625 143 ' t'J4 · 7-7-1 
. I I .Yale 9-12 .429 74 80 7-9 -
· 12.Cornell 8-14 · .364 84 96 6-_l I 
13.Vermont · 9-14-1 .396 108 104 5-10-1 
14.Brown · 5-.14-1 .275 58 102 4-10-1 
IS.Maine 11-19 .367 109 145 · -5-13 
16. Princeton 5-14-1 .'275 79 IOI' 4-12-1 
17.Dartmouth 2-19 - .095 52 116 2-10-4 
Pct. GF GA 
.875 95 43 
.765 66 51 
I 
.722 75 53 
.611 70 .65 
.667 66 45 
.625 75 54 
.559 88 77 
.533 82 62 
.531 52 · 49 
.500 63 67 
.438 59 61 
.353 64 77 
.344 74 78 
.300 34 75 
.277 59 95 
.265 59 78 , 
.125 39 87 
performances. Swirlbliss had a 
lifetime best in the 200 free and . 
Bryant was victorious in the I 
meter over U Mass. ' wind down their season. UN H , i------------------------~------------4 
Junior Bob Schuler was a 
double winner in the sprint 
events (50 and l00 free) with 
teammate Tim Hamilton 
-. trailing right behind for two 
second places. _ 
The douhle win inc.rt>~,t>, 
l)NH's winnin~ record to 6-4 
will host another close meet 
against Northeastern today at 7 
· p.m. and a meet against 
powerhouse BU Friday .at 7 
p.m. The team then will head 
for their ultimate goal: th~ New 






IN 181 DAYS YOU COULD BE~" ..... :. 
GING ONE OF OUR CWBS. 
\ . 
The Army offers an outstanding opportunity to recent graduates 
or seniors about to graduate with a baccalaureate degree in Hotel and 
Restaurant Management. ·_ . · . 
· After you complete training successfully, you will be in charge of -
funds, personnel and property. You will be responsible for contracts with 
commercial suppliers, supervising planning, purchase, storage, receipt . 
and use of food, beverages and other supplies. In other words, in 181 days, 
you're Management. · 
· The requirements are a 4_-ye~r enlistment in the Army. You _enter 
active duty at a base pay of over $668.00 per month, receiv~ a small raise 
-on completion of basic training. You then spend four weeks at Club -
Management School plus' eight weeks of on-the-job experience. At the 
end·of this training, you become a non-comrµissioned officer, earning 
approximately $16,100 per year including monetary allowances fo~, food, 
clothing and housing plus medical and dental benefits. 
College seniors can go on active duty after graduation,using 
the Army's Delayed Entry Program to assure a place in Club Manage-
ment training. · · 
Find out more about this management opportunity. Call your 
local Army-Recruiter. . 
US Army Recruiting Station 
5 Locust Street 
Dover - Tel. 7 49-0441 
ARMY. BEALL YOU CAM BE. 
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lcewOmen trounce Big Red · of Cornell 7-0 
~· • - ~'-- ' • • 
By Steve Garabedian _ 
The UN H women's hockey 
team used a four goal explosion 
in the · first period to easily 
defeat Cornell 7-0. ~-
The burst began early at just 
0:33 into the game when Patsy 
Ly-ons scored assisted by 
Bridget Stearns. Stearns passed 
it out from · the left corner to 
Lyons, standing alone in the 
slot, who fired it home. -The 
second goal was of similar 
fashion: it was scored by . 
Lauren Apollo assisted b~_1 
Robin Balducci_ at 3:32 . 
Balducci centered the puck to 
. Apollo (again, alone in front) 
who spun around and slapped 
it in: 
As UN H continued to keep 
the action in Cornell's zone, the -
. Wi ldcats scored again at 4:03 . 
The goal was scored by Peggy 
·. Jo Montgomery assisted by 
Jane Mellow. Montgomery 
redirected Mellow's shot to 
beat Cornell's goalie, Sandy 
Gilbert. To complete the spurt 
Balducci scored at 9:56 assisteq 
by Apollo and Lorie 
Hutchinson. Balducci (again, 
alone in the slot) received a pass 
from Apollo and she . fired it 
passed .. Gill5ett. Wilh that goal, ,.__.._.._ ___________ 11111111•--•--•••-••--•••• 
only the preservation of the 
shutout remained in doubt. Joanie Heisey(l7) wins the face-off against Cornell Saturday afternoon . ...._UNH prevailed 7-0.(D.ave Arbettor photo) 
UN H goaltender Jennifer ----:----,------------------------------------------,---------_:_.:_ 
-Snow-faced only eleven .shots in had thirty-eight shots while the 
the game, but some were Big Red managed only eleven . . 
~ testers. In the third period 
Snow robbed Cornell's Amy 
Stanzin twice. to ensure -the 
shutout. 
""We ·are. playing well," said 
UNH head coach Russ 
McCurdy. "'They are a weak 
team." 
Men-swimmers .defeat pair 
To close, out the - scoring 
UNH netted tw'o -iri the seco'rid" 
period and tallied -one in the· . Looking _ahead in the 
third''. period.· '- Joanie Heisey schedule against Providence, 
scored the first, from Carolyn, McCu rd Y recalled, "We lost a 
Butterworth and Jodi Vincent, _tough one to them in the 
· when she knocked inarebo~ t:~t~nam~-~t at Montreal 
·· at 3:53 and Jane Mellow sco"retl ·(~ oncordia _ ~ourney) when 
an ur:iassisted goal at 11 :~14 as'~~@y scored w.iJh 11 seconds left 
she circled around the net and defeat us. 
swung it in. The third peri-od 
score was tallied by Bridget 
Stearns . from _Lyons · .a:nd 
Vivienne Ferr~' at 12:47. · 
An indication of how 
dominant UN H's play was the 
shots on goal total. The _'Cats 
The rnrnatch will be held · 
dow·n at Providence on Feb. 18 
at 3:00, but before that UNH 
will host Colby on _Feb. 16 at 
7:00. . 
By Ann C. Sullivan 
UNH ' Men's swim team 
hosted a tri meet-Saturday and 
posted two victories, including 
a big upset over U Mass. · 
The Wildcats displayed 
str-ong · swimming as they 
shutout D Lowell Tl -36 " and 
surprised -U Mas~ 58-55. 
Freshman Fli .p H ygo 
continued his outstanding 
swimming with .two lifetime 
best performances in the I0.00 
and. 50Q free, taki"ng first in the 
500. Dan Roberts improved ·his 
lifetime best by winning the 
l000 free and continuing to 
show a considerable break-
through in his races. 
U_N H's ,Jayne Dean on the balance beam.-Her team defeatei the Temple Owls Saturday _ 
mght.( Scott Young photo> _ . 
Following suit were co- · swam to a !2nd in the 200 free, : 
captains Alan Stuart and Steve Io sing by · o ri ly tenths. 
Warren in the 200 fl~(and 200 "'Everything went according to 
, I. M. respectively. Stuart . was plan and this week we begin to -
first in thdly and just tenths off taper for New Engl-ands," 
' the UNH record while Warren coach Frank Helies sa1d 
recorded his best dual meet victoriously. _ _ 
tirrie ever. Two veterans, Steve _ . __ Again the freshmen 
Moreau and Gino Mar:garino, - swimmers showed a lot of 
who -are ,recovering from the promise as Chris Swirl bliss and 
flu, scored impressiv.~ victories • diver Tim B~yant · put in fine . 
in the 200 back and the 500 free 
~espectively . . Margarino also .SWIMMIMG, pag~ 26 
Gy~naSls S~nd the 
Owls tn.mhling 
By Donna LaRue 
·The UN H gymnastics team 
defeated Temple Saturday 
night, bringing their record to 
14:..2. The team dominated 
every event, increasing· their 
· consecutive · home winning 
streak to 20 meets since 1980. 
Diane Carlin led the team by 
tying the school -record· in the 
all-around and establishing a 
school mark in the floor 
exercise. 
Carlin's 36 .65 equalled the 
record set by teammates Jayne. 
Dean al)d Laura Cavanaugh. 1 
An excited Carlin walked away 
with a 9 .6 in the fl.oor exercise .. 
'Tm- just really -happy with · 
tny whole performance tonight. 
I've . never scored, that high 
before,'.' said Carlin. 
Jayne Dean, Toby Kapp, 
and Nancy McCarrick- shared 
first place in the vaulting 
competition, all. scoring a 9 .2. 
Coach Gail Goodspeed 
commented, "'Diane Carl_in's 
score of 8 .85 may have Q_~en a 
little underscored , but it didn't 
hurt us in -tpe overa-11 scoring." 
Both Kapp's and McCarrick's 
· orgina l scores of 8.9 were 
successfully petitioned for the 
.3 increase. 
"'The uneven parallel bars are-
a weak event for us ," said 
Goodspeed, "'but with four . of 
six girls hitting sets , 1 'm 
pleased." Diane Carlin took 
first place in the ,event with a 
9.2. 
·Lucia Cance'lmo tied DeaFl's 
season high of 9 .25, capturing 
first place on the -beam. 
Goodspeed said, "This is our _ 
best performance of the year on, 
the beam." -
UNH excelled . in the floor 
exercise with the team getting a 
total score of45 .65 in the event~ 
Diane Carlin upped the record 
in floor exercise from 9 .5, set by 
herself last week _against 
S.12.1)ngfield, to 9 .6. 
UN H bettered its ·-season 
high of 177.3 with a 178.65 in· 
Saturday's meet. They will try 
to keep their score in that -
ra·nge, in preparation for 
qualification to the NCAA 
East Regional -Championship. 
Regional enfry is based on a 
season's average score. 
UN H's next home meet is 
Feb. 26 against UR I at 2 p .m. in 
Lundholm Gym. 
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Sports 
. . 
Wildcat skaters whitewash the Friars 5-0 
By Ray Routhier . 
• A must win .. 
· UN H had lost two games in a 
row. They had been shut out by 
lowly Maine. They we re in 5th 
place in the ECAC, a nd only 
the top four teams get home ice 
in the pla~1offs. They had to 
beat Providence Sunday night, . 
to maintain the fan's support 
and their owri se lf respect. T hey 
did, 5-0. · 
"When you back these guys 
against a wall, t_hey come out 
s winging , " said Shane 
Skidmore, "We had five losses 
and they had five losses, it's dog 
eat dog. We had to take 'em." 
After the losses to Maine and 
BU this past week, coach 
Charlie Holt instituted some 
line changes to strengthen the 
team. Center Peter Herms was 
moved into a line with Dan 
Potter · ( leading scorer) and 
Paul Barton, while Dan Muse 
played wing on the line with 
Peter Douris and James 
Richmond, the team's second 
and third leading scorers. 
These changes generated 
more offense and allowed for 
better team defense. / 
/ 
"Our · forwards were 
constantly pressuring their~,.. 
forwards," said defense man --- ---=--~-=-:--:---:---::------;;---;--:;----:----~~~"":"'."'~:":":"'"-~~-=-~~-~-~--~!!"!"!!'~------------11 Dwayne Robinson, "We were Peter Douris(7) shoots the puck ~bile-teammate Scott Ellison(23) looks for the rebound. NH blanked Providence 5~0 
getting the puck o _ut of the zone Sunday afternoon.(Jim Millard photo) 
much quicker, catching .them of the second period. · . 
deep. When .our forwards keep Ken Chisholm scored the 
up that defensive pressure, it fifth goal on a power play late 
makes it much easier on the in the second period. UN H 
defense and the goalie." . dominated the rest of the way 
UN H's first goal came. after and Bruce Gillies had a light 
PC had controlled for the first day (24 saves) for his second 
five minutes of the game. shutout of the season. 
Skidmore skated the puck out "It was a - very- important 
of the zone, and · -set up game psychologically," said 
Richmond in. the left corner. Peter Herms, "We had come 
Richmond fed it to Muse who off two big losses. We were 
faked the shot, and then .passed , lucky at)imes, but you make 
to Peter Douris. Douris caught your own breaks. We worked 
goalie Mario Proulx off guard hard today, and deserved to 
for the score. win." 
Late in the first period, This game assured everyone 
UN H's team defense provided that the Wildcats weren't dead, 
another score . Richmond and the Snively faithful 
brought it up, falling, and still assured the team that they 
maintaining control of the -weren't forgotten. All the UN H 
puck. He then caught Muse on · Hockey rituals were followed: 
i ·the fly. who lifted a backhander cowbells, "One, two, three, 
over a sprawled out PC goalie, · four, five, we want more," and 
making the score 2-0 at the end of course the "Winning team 
of one period. losing team" cheer. This cheer 
"They (Providence) had it says something about the 
going early, but the appreciation the fans have for 
complexion of the game their team. 
changed after our second goal," "Is that not a great coach 
said coach Holt. "I thought the there, yes that is a great coach 
refs let the game go too Jong. there, is that not a great-goalie 
Then the ·game became spoiled there,)'es that is a great goalie 
by power plays. If you take there . 
them out. it's a different game." "The crowd is always a bi'g 
Only one penalty was called factor," said Dan Muse, who 
in the first period: PC's Steve had a banner . in his hcrnor. 
Taylor was called for roughing depicting a moose wearing a 
at 20:00; giving UNH a power numper 5 hockey jersey, and 
play goal earl)' in · the second which read 'The Muse is loose 
period. Sixteen penalties were • at UNH'. "We haye the best 
called in the 2nd and 3rd fans in the east. Knowing that 
periods. giving UNH seven they're still behind you really 
powerplays and Providence gets the adrenalin pumping." 
five. ~ter Herms summed up the . 
UN H's fourth goal came net result of the Providence 
during a four on four situation. game. "This team has no 
Again the Wildcat's beat the · superstars, all twenty gu~1s 
Friars on the transition, and work together," said Herms, · 
again Richmond set it up (his "We're back on top now and 
thi-rd assist of the da)' , playing we've got momentum." 
with a separated shoulder). The Wildcats are now 10-5 in · 
Richmond sent a pass down the the EC AC with six games 
left side for Dohert" who remaining. Tonight they travel 
. placed his shot perfect I)' in the to Dartmouth to take on the 
upper corner of the net. at 6:09 Big Green, (2-18) 
/ . 
Hoopsters to face Terriers 
By Steve Langevin 
Defense is the key for the 
Wildcats if they are to head into 
the play-offs with home-court 
advantage. 
Against conference leader 
Northeastern last Thursday the 
Wildcats had plenty of offense, 
scoring 81 points, · but not 
enough defense, allowing 95 
points. 
"We scored enough points to 
win," said UNH head coach 
Gerry Friel, "but we allowed 
too many easy 'shots." 
The Wildca!s had played the 
Hus~ ies t~HJgh from the 
opening whistle and were eyen 
half way through the second 
half. But they couldn't contain 
the Northeastern tandem of 
Mark Halsel and Reggie Lewis 
who combined for 49 points. 
The .U NH starters played all 
but four minutes combined and 
all scored in double frgures. Al 
McClain led the way · with 23 
points, followed by Dan Nolan 
with 17, Dirk Koopman"' with 
16 points and IO rebounds, 
Todd Black with 13 points and 
Greg Steele with IO . 
"I was - very disappointed 
with our defense," said Friel. 
\ Greg Steele(50) laying it in against Maine earlier this season. 
.(Jim Mmard file photo) 
··we need to have some pride in 
our defense the rest of ·the 
season," he added. ' 
The Wildcats have six North 
Atlantic Conference games 
remaining and are currentlv in 
the midst of a battle for -the 
.final homecourt spots . They 
are running almost neck and 
neck with Canisius, Boston 
Universit~, and Maine for the 
three remaining, .positions. ' 
Northeastern has alreadv 
locked up the # I slot. · 
"It's wide-open right now," 
says Friel. "We could finish as 
high as second." he added. 
. -UNH is looking forward toa 
very important NAC enco,unter 
w i th t h e B . U . Te r r i·e rs 
tomorrow night. The Terriers 
are a fast-tempo team . with 
loads of talenL The Wildcats 
will be trying to ·run the fast 
break when they get the chance 
and will use most of the 45 
second shot clock the rest of the 
time to try to slow the Terriers. 
UN H ·will be bolstered by the 
return . of sophomore g~ard 
Rodney Johnson. who has 
missed the last six games. His 
7 .0 ppg. and quickness will 
gfeatly improve the team 
depth, giving UNH a spark off 
the bench and taking over some · 
of the ball handling from Al 
McClain. 
The game is at 7:30 p.m. at 
Lundholm Gym and the 
Wildcats always put on _a show 
for their home crowd. 
-......: 
• I 
